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Pop Art™
With a strong, fruity fragrance 

and eye-catching stripes, 
these blooms are 
full of pizazz and 

ready to be put 
on display.



2            Symbols:  w-Performs well with as few as 4 hours of sun.    ♨-Adaptable to periods of high temperatures.

Dear Rose Enthusiast, 

 Welcome to our 2023 catalog! We’re 
excited to share with you some beautiful, 
new roses we know you’ll want to 
add to your collection. We especially 
love the exciting color combination of 
our cover rose Pop Art (page 3). It’s 
a real showstopper. We also like the 
Reminiscent roses (page 4), although 
we may be a little biased towards hardy 
roses, given the climate in which we 
reside. Many of our new offerings are 
gathered in the first four pages, but you’ll 
find a sprinkling of others throughout the 
catalog.
 It’s probably no surprise, but we’ve 
seen a sharp increase in costs this year 
and had to adjust prices accordingly. 
We greatly appreciate your choice to 
purchase from us and look forward to 
taking care of your order.
  
Wishing you success in your rose garden,
 the staff of Edmunds’ Roses

New Roses
2-4, 15, 16, 25, 26, 30, 38, 41, 43
Fresh and fun, they’re either new to the 
industry, new additions to our catalog, or 
returning after an absence.

Miniatures
41
Hardier than hybrid teas and quite petite in 
stature, use these roses for containers on your 
patio or accents in borders and landscape 
beds.

Tree Roses
42-43
Unique, one-of-a-kind accents for your gardens 
and walkways.

Climbing Roses
38-40
Perfect for training on arches, trellises, fences 
and more, the long, arching branches of 
these roses make ideal vertical accents in the 
landscape. 

Ground Covers
36-37
Ideal for sunny areas that are hard to maintain, 
these roses grow wider than tall, spreading to 
cover the landscape with a carpet of color.

Shrubs
4, 33-35
Generally one of the hardier rose classes and 
ideal for landscapes, these bushy plants will 
often rebloom during the season if spent blooms 
are removed.

Floribundas
3, 4, 27-32
Great for landscapes, the flowers appear in 
clusters, freely and continuously throughout 
the season, as long as the spent blooms are 
removed. 

Grandifloras
3, 5, 7-10, 12-16, 18, 21-26
Also ideal for cutting, these roses appear singly 
or in clusters throughout the season, opening at 
different times for a greater bloom display in the 
garden.

Hybrid Teas
2-26
Mainly characterized as having long stems and 
solitary blooms that are ideal for cutting. Flowers 
appear in flushes throughout the season, with 
the first flush being the most productive.

EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, 2022 
Orders that total $100.00 or more in merchandise (excluding sales tax) received by December 31, 
2022 are eligible for FREE SHIPPING. Save $17.95! 

Free shipping applies to our standard shipping methods only. The entire order must be shipped to 
one address. Extra charges apply for expedited shipping or shipping to more than one address. 
This offer cannot be applied to previous orders. Sorry, but we do not ship to APO addresses, AK, HI, 
or outside the continental United States. 

Ball Gown™

Free Shipping Offer

Ball Gown™
HYBRID TEA

(PPAF, Var: MEIpapey) Luxuriously attired in 
romantic, old-fashioned blooms, this rose is 
ready for her role as the belle of your garden. 
Her blooms are a captivating shade of medium 
pink, with a perfume that ensures she won’t be 
easily forgotten. Not a diva, her dark green, 
glossy foliage exhibits good disease resistance. A 
floriferous nature rounds out the ensemble, and 
it’s a good thing, because you’re sure to want 
her at every event where a cut flower bouquet is 
called for. Part of the Romantica® series of roses. 
BOR

Height:  4-6'  Petals: 90-100   
Flower Size: 3½-4"  
Fragrance: Very strong, classic rose, grass, 
floral and powder   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2024

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #23532

The AARS Award for 
Rose Excellence!

This symbol identifies roses honored with 
the coveted All-America Rose Selections 

award. Each winner was grown and evaluated 
by experts in official test gardens across the 
U.S. The winners displayed consistently superior 
performance. 

The ADR Quality 
Rose Certificate

ADR varieties are grown at trial sites for 
three years without the use of chemical 
pesticides to evaluate their natural 
beauty and strength. Only varieties 

that exceed the extremely tough standards set 
forth are decorated with this prestigious award.

About Our Roses
The vast majority of our roses are bareroot 
#1 Grade, which are either budded 
or own root (please see page 46 for 
additional information on these forms). 
Occasionally, a rose may only be available 
in a potted format. Please look for the 
following designations at the end of each 
description to find out whether a particular 
rose is budded, own root, or potted:

BB - Bareroot Budded
BOR - Bareroot Own Root
POR - Potted Own Root (quart size)

For more information on how and 
when we ship, please see page 46.
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Raspberry Cupcake™

Raspberry Cupcake™
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #33406, Var: KORcarmsis) Just like 
its name, you’ll want to sample these delectable 
roses again and again. Lucky for you, the bushy 
plants rebloom throughout the season, producing 
dozens of pinkish purple blooms that fill the air with 
a mouth-watering fragrance. Semi-glossy, dark 
green foliage shows very good resistance to rust, 
black spot, and powdery mildew. BOR

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 55-65
Flower Size: 3½-4" 
Fragrance: Very strong, rose water, lemon, 
and raspberry
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2023

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #24132

Pop Art™
Grandiflora
(PPAF, Var: WEKgoagroro, aka: Burst of Hope) It’s a 
little bit different and may not appeal to everyone, 
but even if it’s grudgingly, you have to admit that 
these blooms have pizazz. An unusual combination 
for a striped rose, the old-fashioned, cupped 
blooms are a luscious shade of pink interspersed 
with creamy yellow stripes. The upright, spreading 
plants have glossy foliage that shrugs off rust and 
powdery mildew with ease and they rebloom 
consistently through the season, offering plenty of 
blooms for cut flower bouquets. BB

Height: 2–5'  Petals: 65–75
Flower Size: 4–4½"
Fragrance: Strong, fruit and citrus
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2020

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #24106

Sweet Madame Blue™
FLORIBUNDA   ♨
(Plant Patent #34232, Var: WEKwibscryper) This 
jewel doesn’t follow the rules of other roses in this 
color class, as the blooms don’t fry in the hot, 
summer sun. These lavender beauties steadfastly 
hold their color, even as they fully open to reveal 
a magenta-flushed heart. Generally borne in small 
clusters of 2 to 7, the fully double, rounded blooms 
make excellent cut flowers, perfuming the air with 
a delightful fragrance wherever they’re displayed. 
Rounded, bushy plants have proven to be highly 
tolerant to both rust and powdery mildew. BB

Height: 2-3'  Petals: 50-75
Flower Size: 3-3½"  
Fragrance: Strong, citrus and spice   
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2021

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #24677

Avant Garde™

Avant Garde™
HYBRID TEA   
(PPAF, DELgramat, Exhibition name: Avant-Garde) 
If you’re looking for your next exhibition rose, then 
be sure to give this one a second look. Florist rose 
bloodlines make it incredibly long-lasting in a vase 
and its high-centered, spiraled form is near to 
perfection. Held on long stems perfect for cutting, 
these deep red blooms striped and flecked with 
white are sure to make a splash on the show bench. 
Deep green foliage presents a perfect backdrop, in 
case garden exhibition is more your style. BB

Height: 5'  Petals: 30  Flower Size: 5" 
Fragrance: Mild  Hybridizer: Delbard, 2003

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea. 
Item #23525

Lemontini™

Lemontini™
HYBRID TEA   
(PPAF, Var: KENlegacy) Beware...the fragrance 
of these blooms is so intoxicating it should 
probably come with a warning. Plus, it’s easy 
to overindulge because the full, bushy plants 
produce an abundance of creamy yellow, long-
stemmed roses that are great for mixing in cut 
flower bouquets. Glossy, deep green foliage has 
excellent resistance to common rose diseases and 
offsets the lovely blooms to perfection. BB

Height: 4'  Petals: 35-40  Flower Size: 5"   
Fragrance: Strong, lemon and licorice 
Hybridizer: Kenny, 2023

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea. 
Item #23922 Sweet Madame Blue™

Pop Art™
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Reminiscent™ Coral
SHRUB  ♨
(PPAF, BOZfra221) Large buds spiral open into deep 
pink-coral blooms with coppery hearts. Multiple 
layers of fragrant petals give blooms a very full, old-
fashioned look that is spectacular both on the bush 
and in cut flower bouquets.  Hardy to Zone 4. POR 

Height: 2-3½'  Petals: 50-60
Flower Size: 4" 
Fragrance: Moderate, fruity  
Hybridizer: Pheno Geno Roses, 2022

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea. 
Item #25111

Reminiscent™ Coral

Forever Amber™

Chantilly Cream™

Reminiscent™ Crema

Reminiscent™ Pink

New Roses For 2023

Reminiscent™ Crema
SHRUB  ♨
(PPAF, BOZfra121) A gorgeous, creamy confection, 
fragrant blooms are white with a glowing, golden 
yellow heart. Perfect for adding a graceful, 
informal touch to both the rose garden and floral 
arrangements. Hardy to Zone 4. POR   

Height: 1½-3'  Petals: 60-70
Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Moderate, old rose 
Hybridizer: Pheno Geno Roses, 2022

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea. 
Item #25112

Reminiscent™ Pink
SHRUB  ♨
(PPAF, BOZfra021) Clusters of soft pink, lushly 
fragrant blooms evoke images of a time gone by, 
when life moved at a slower pace. A wonderful, 
cluster-forming habit means you’ll have nearly 
continuous blooms for all your cut flower bouquets. 
Hardy to Zone 4. POR  

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 80-90
Flower Size: 3½" 
Fragrance: Strong, tea   
Hybridizer: Pheno Geno Roses, 2022

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea. 
Item #25113

Forever Amber™
FLORIBUNDA  ♨
(Plant Patent #34234, Var: WEKcaspetono) While 
the blooms of this rose may not hold their warm 
apricot color forever, they certainly hold it well, 
even when temperatures soar. Perfect for adding 
a bit of sparkle to cut flower bouquets, the old-
fashioned blooms adorn upright, slightly spreading 
plants in such abundance that you’ll have plenty of 
leftovers to enjoy in the garden. Lush, green foliage 
has excellent tolerance to powdery mildew. BB

Height:  1½-3'  Petals: 50-150  Flower Size: 3½-4"  
Fragrance: Moderate, fruit
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2021

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #24436

Chantilly Cream™
HYBRID TEA
(PPAF, Var: WEKmedamely) A step above other 
yellow roses, the buds open slowly to reveal a classic, 
hybrid tea form that is incredibly long-lasting. While 
the name evokes images of something creamy 
and white, the blooms range from soft yellow to 
something a bit brighter, with delightfully scalloped 
petal edges inherited from parent Memorial Day. 
Full, bushy plants exhibit excellent resistance to rust 
and powdery mildew. BB

Height: 2-5'  Petals: 50-145  Flower Size: 4-5"
Fragrance: Strong, citrus and fruit  
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2021

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #23592

Reminiscent™ Series
The first North American releases from Serbian 
breeders Pheno Geno Roses, these plants capture 
the best qualities of old-fashioned roses and 
combine them with contemporary, easy-care 
performance. All have gorgeous, petal-packed 
blooms that appear continually through the 
season without deadheading, adding wonderful 
fragrance to your garden beds. Healthy, dark 
green, disease resistant foliage and an upright 
compact habit complete the picture, making 
these fantastic new additions. 
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Adolf Horstmann®

Adolf Horstmann®
HYBRID TEA   
The rich color is lemon gold with pink to salmon tints 
on the outer rows of petals and the blooms appear 
in great numbers despite the large size. The leathery 
foliage covers robust and free-branching plants 
that are extremely resistant to both black spot and 
mildew. Certainly the hardiest of anything near its 
color. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 45-55  Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Mild  Hybridizer: Kordes®, 1971

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea. 
Item #23506

All Dressed Up™

All Dressed Up™
GRANDIFLORA  
(Plant Patent #31315 Var: WEKgrasucejuc) This 
beauty is all dressed up and ready to go...into 
your rose collection. Her full gown of glossy, dark 
green foliage is highlighted with old-fashioned, fully 
double blooms in a sparkling shade of watermelon 
pink. The non-fading blooms are held to perfection 
on long stems ideal for cutting, but are equally as 
glamorous when left on the bush. BB

Height: 5-5½'  Petals: 35-50  Flower Size: 3-4"   
Fragrance: Mild, tea and fresh cut apple
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2019

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea. 
Item #23509

All My Loving™

All My Loving™
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #29273, Var: FRYrapture) Flawless, 
non-fading, dark pink blooms are classically 
formed on long stems. Plants put out a profusion of 
blossoms throughout the season that will guarantee 
arm loads of luminous, subtly spicy cut flowers to 
gift to your loved ones or keep for yourself. Good 
disease resistance and excellent vigor add to the 
value of this beloved specimen. BB

Height:  6½-7½ '  Petals: 30-40
Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Moderate, tea and spice   
Hybridizer: Fryer, 2017

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #23512

Apricot Candy™
HYBRID TEA  ♨ 
(Plant Patent #21284, Var: MEIbidull)  Classic 
form, gently ruffled petals, and luscious apricot 
color combine in this sweet as can be rose. One 
would expect a sweet perfume to issue forth, but 
a surprisingly spicy scent lends its intrigue instead. 
Soft green foliage has above average disease 
resistance, rounding out the bushy, upright plants 
to perfection. BOR

Height: 5-5½'  Petals: 17-25
Flower Size: 3-3½"
Fragrance: Moderate, spicy   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2007

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #23517

Apricot Candy™

Arizona
GRANDIFLORA  w
(Var: WERina) Full, mid-sized blossoms are 
reminiscent of an Arizona sunset with deep golden-
orange tones layered with hints of pink and yellow 
hues. Cool weather intensifies the colors, giving 
this plant regional appeal. As though the unique 
color blend weren’t enough, this rose also boasts 
an intensely sweet fragrance that is astonishingly 
captivating. Vigorous plants are upright and bushy 
with bright emerald green leaves that are glossy 
and leathery, helping to fend off disease. BB

Height: 5'  Petals: 25-30
Flower Size: 3" 
Fragrance: Intense, sweet   
Hybridizer: Swim & Weeks, 1975

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea. 
Item #23521

Arizona
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Barbra Streisand®
HYBRID TEA
(Var: WEKquaneze) This impressive rose shares star 
qualities with the dynamic woman for whom it is 
named. The striking foliage and healthy habit of the 
bush command a dramatic stage presence, but 
it is the masses of deep lavender buds gradually 
opening into layers of  lavender tones that will turn 
all eyes. She asked for fragrance and got it. BB

Height:  3-5'  Petals: 26-40
Flower Size: 4-6"  
Fragrance: Strong, rose and citrus blossom   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2001

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #23540

Big Purple
HYBRID TEA
(Var: STEbigpu) We love this beautiful rose, first 
because of its brilliant color, and second because 
it’s so intensely fragrant you don’t have to see it 
to know it’s in the room. Huge blooms of mauve 
to violet red are borne on tall, stiffly upright plants 
covered with very dark green, leathery foliage. It’s 
quite hardy, resists black spot, mildew, and rust and 
occasionally makes its way on the show table. BB

Height: 5-6'  Petals: 35-70  Flower Size: 5-7" 
Fragrance: Strong, sweet, old rose 
Hybridizer: Stephens, 1986

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23548

Beverly™
HYBRID TEA   
(Plant Patent #23495, Var: KORpauvio, aka: 
Perfume Passion, Pink Perfection, Sophie Davant) 
Perfectly formed blooms are an enchanting blend 
of pinks and appear in flushes throughout the 
season. The fragrance includes notes of citrus, 
peach, pear and plum with underlying notes of 
patchouli and myrtle. Dark green foliage with just 
a hint of sheen clothes the bushy, upright plants 
and offers good resistance to both black spot and 
mildew. Winner of multiple gold and silver medals 
world-wide. Part of the Eleganza® collection. BOR

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 40-55
Flower Size: 4" 
Fragrance: Intense, fruity   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2007

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23543

Barbra Streisand®

Big Purple

Beverly™

Beautiful Day™
HYBRID TEA
(PPAF, Var: FRYtropic) A beautiful rose to make 
beautiful bouquets...it’s sure to be a Beautiful 
Day. Large buds open into enormous, soft apricot 
blooms with a classic form and a breathtaking 
fragrance that begs to be brought indoors for en-
joyment. Leathery, rich green foliage clothes the 
long stems that make arranging a dream. Make 
sure to plant more than one to ensure yourself a 
large supply of these ravishing roses. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 35
Flower Size: 5-6" 
Fragrance: Strong, fruity
Hybridizer: Fryer, 2019

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23542

Beautiful Day ™

Black Baccara™
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Var: MEIdebenne) While bred for the florist trade, 
this one of a kind hybrid tea also has what it takes 
to flourish in outdoor gardens. The velvety texture 
of the petals and unique burgundy-black color 
of the blooms is an instant success in any cutting 
garden. The flowers last up to 2 weeks in a vase. 
Semi-glossy, dark green foliage lines the long 
stems. Enjoy flushes of these beauties throughout 
the season. BB

Height: 5-6'  Petals: 40-45  Flower Size: 3-4" 
Fragrance: None   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2000

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea.
Item #23555

Black Baccara™
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Black Magic™ 
HYBRID TEA   
(Var: TANkalcig) You might be tempted to touch 
the petals of this dark-as-night rose to see if they᾿re 
as velvety as they appear. The extremely long-
lasting blossoms have thick petals of intense garnet 
red with darker edges, carried on strong stems and 
displayed against glossy, dark green foliage. The 
flowers hold their strong color and are superb for 
cutting. High mildew resistance is an added bonus. 
One of the darkest red roses ever produced. BB

Height: 5½-7'  Petals: 30-40  Flower Size: 4-4½"  
Fragrance: Subtle, sweet 
Hybridizer: Tantau, 2001

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.  
Item #23558

Black Magic™

Bliss™ 
GRANDIFLORA  
(Plant Patent #28991, Var: KORmarzau) Compact, 
bushy plants present a pretty picture when they’re 
covered with wonderfully fragrant, creamy pink 
rosettes that shine with an apricot heart. Dark 
green, semi-glossy foliage looks lush against the 
blossoms and shrugs off rust, black spot, Botrytis, 
and powdery mildew with ease. Part of the 
Parfuma® collection. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 3'  Petals: 120  Flower Size: 3½"   
Fragrance: Moderate, fruit and vanilla
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2015

29.95 ea.   2 for 27.45 ea.   4 for 24.95 ea. 
Item #24323

Bliss™

Bride’s Dream
HYBRID TEA
(Var: KORoyness) This rose should really be called 
an exhibitor’s dream. The pale, satiny pink blooms 
start out with a long, slender bud that opens slowly 
into a perfect spiral. The plants bear medium green 
foliage with a noticeable grayish sheen and have 
reasonable disease resistance. It’s quite a tall 
grower, but is easily kept in check by harvesting the 
arm loads of sparsely thorned, long-stemmed cut 
flowers it will produce. BB

Height: 5-6'  Petals: 30-35
Flower Size: 5-7" 
Fragrance: Medium   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 1984

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23571

Bride’s Dream

California Dreamin’ ™
HYBRID TEA   
(Plant Patent #21388, Var: MEIbihars) This Meilland® 
introduction captures all the beauty, elegance, 
and radiance of the original Princesse de Monaco, 
but is enhanced with strong citrus fragrance, 
even better flower form, and more tolerance to 
common rose diseases. Why the name California 
Dreamin’? Simply because the exceptional rose 
climates of California and the dry West enhances 
every one of its fine qualities, making it a dream 
rose to grow in those areas. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 28-35
Flower Size: 4-6"
Fragrance: Strong, citrus 
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2009

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.  
Item #23580

California Dreamin’™

Centennial Star™ 

HYBRID TEA
(Var: MEInerau) These fragrant yellow blooms are 
somewhat reminiscent of the famous Peace rose, 
but are much fuller in form and stronger in color. 
The double, cupped blooms are filled with gently 
ruffled, golden-yellow petals edged with azalea 
pink. Long cutting stems are clothed with glossy, 
dark green foliage that is quite disease resistant for 
the type. The flowers appear in flushes throughout 
the season ensuring an endless supply of their lovely 
perfume. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 50-70
Flower Size: 5"
Fragrance: Strong  
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 1997

25.95 ea.   2 for 23.45 ea.   4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23590

Centennial Star™
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Chrysler Imperial
HYBRID TEA  ♨
This timeless classic is a perfect example of what 
a hybrid tea should be – high-centered, velvety, 
strongly scented, and with a great deal of repeat 
blooms. The large, shapely, dark red flowers are 
held on long stems clothed with dark, matte-
green leaves. While happiest in hot temperatures, 
it doesn’t disappoint wherever it calls home. A 
proven performer with fragrance to die for. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 45-50  Flower Size: 5-6" 
Fragrance: Strong, damask rose  
Hybridizer: Lammerts, 1953

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23603

Ch-Ching!™
GRANDIFLORA
(Plant Patent #21989, Var: WEKyesir)  Hybridizer Tom 
Carruth says, “This sport of 2007 AARS winner Strike 
It Rich has the same bushy plant that flowers like 
a weed and smells up a storm.” Only the flower 
color has changed to a beautiful golden-yellow 
with just an occasional kiss of ruby-red. The clusters 
of blooms are held on stems lined with deep 
green leaves and deep red new shoots. Plants are 
vigorous with outstanding disease resistance. BB 

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 26-40
Flower Size: 4½-5" 
Fragrance: Moderate, sweet spice and fruit 
Hybridizer: Bédard\Carruth, 2009

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #23593

Ch-Ching!™

Cherry Parfait™

Cherry Parfait™
GRANDIFLORA
(Var: MEIsponge) Picture a thick helping of cherry 
pie filling on vanilla ice cream and you see how 
this bicolor beauty earned its name. Successful 
in all climates, boasting beautiful, large flowers in 
clusters on a well behaved, mounding plant with 
dark, healthy, disease resistant foliage. Use the 
nearly continuous blooms of this yummy rose to pair 
with perennials or shrubs or display the outstanding 
colors in a striking mass planting. BOR

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 30-40
Flower Size: 4" 
Fragrance: Light   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2003

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea. 
Item #23595

Chicago Peace

Chicago Peace
HYBRID TEA
(Var: JOHnago) A color variant of the most famous 
rose of all time that was discovered in the windy 
city of Chicago. The pink edge sometimes suffuses 
the entire surface of the petals and the reverse 
is a deep, rich gold. A rather unstable sport, it 
occasionally produces some surprising color 
variations. Weatherproof, tough, disease resistant 
plants are clothed in gorgeous, apple green 
foliage. BB

Height: 5-6'  Petals: 40-45
Flower Size: 5-7"
Fragrance: Mild, fruity 
Hybridizer: Johnston, 1962

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23599

Chrysler Imperial

Color Magic
HYBRID TEA
(Var: JACmag) Color Magic illuminates the garden 
with its ever-transforming blossoms and strong, 
fruity fragrance that infiltrates the surrounding air. 
Each flower is a glorious gradation of pink and 
salmon hues. The palest ivory-pink is on display at 
the center and then slowly transforms to a deep 
salmon-red at the outer petals. The clean, glossy 
leaves are medium green and attractive, but take 
a backseat to the magical color display. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 5" 
Fragrance: Intense, fruity 
Hybridizer: Warriner, 1975

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23618

Color Magic
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Commonwealth Glory

Commonwealth Glory
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Var: HARclue) This fine garden rose is a big hit in 
England where it was introduced by Harkness 
Roses. Its enormous, classic blooms of ivory and 
peach are nicely fragrant with excellent holding 
ability. Vigorous, well-branched plants are 
relatively compact and blessed with good disease 
resistance. A definite star in rosedom. Performs 
well across a wide range of conditions. Cooler 
temperatures bring out more peach tones. BB 

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 40-60  Flower Size: 5-7"  
Fragrance: Strong, anise   
Hybridizer: Harkness, 1998

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23620

Crazy Love™
GRANDIFLORA  ♨
(Plant Patent #26870, Var: KORbamflu, Exhibition 
Name: La Villa Cotta®) Large, very full, copper 
yellow blooms provide a wonderful ‘pop’ of color 
to rose beds and mixed borders. Bushy, rounded 
plants have semi-glossy, dark green leaves that 
laugh in the face of powdery mildew and black 
spot. Strong repeat bloom allows you to enjoy this 
vibrant rose all summer long. Part of the Sunbelt® 

collection. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 4'  Petals: 125-135  Flower Size: 3½-4"  
Fragrance: Moderate
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2015

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #23624

Crazy Love™

Dainty Bess
ANTIQUE HYBRID TEA  ♨
A five petaled, creamy pink flower with showy  
burgundy stamens whose airy clusters have all the 
elegance of tropical birds in flight. Tall, upright, 
hardy plants are clothed in cast iron, grayish green, 
leathery foliage. An ageless beauty that has 
become a classic and a perennial favorite among 
artists who capture the beauty of the rose. BB

Height: 5-6'  Petals: 4-8
Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Mild, spicy  
Hybridizer: Archer, 1925

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23640

Dainty Bess

Dark Night™
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #21071, Var: MEIrysset, Exhibition 
Name: Garden Director Bartje Miller) With its novel 
color and exhibition quality blooms, this rose is 
distinctly different. However, you don’t have 
to be a rose expert to grow Dark Night as it has 
natural toughness and the ability to produce an 
abundance of blooms in all kinds of conditions. 
The color is like nothing we have seen – a dark, 
velvety red with a reverse of light yellow suffused 
with red. Large buds are high-centered, unfurling 
to form cup-like blooms. Foliage is dark green and 
very glossy. If you want something different, give 
this rose a try! BB

Height: 5-5½'  Petals: 20-30
Flower Size: 3½-4" 
Fragrance: Very slight   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2012

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #23642 Dark Night™

Dee-Lish®
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Var: MEIclusif, aka: Forget-Me-Not) A perfect 
name for this hybrid tea which perfumes the air 
with a delicious fragrance of verbena and citrus. 
Very dark buds spiral open to reveal old-fashioned, 
cupped and quartered blooms in an exuberant 
shade of non-fading, deep pink. The semi-glossy, 
green foliage carries an award-winning level of 
disease resistance. Upright, bushy plants bloom in 
flushes throughout the season offering an endless 
supply of flowers to cut. Zone 5 hardy. POR

Height: 6-6½'  Petals: 35-40
Flower Size: 4" 
Fragrance: Very strong, citrus  
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2005

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea.
Item #23644

Dee-Lish ®
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Dick Clark 

GRANDIFLORA  w
(Plant Patent #23455, Var: WEKfunk) No two flowers 
are exactly alike on this changeable chameleon 
of a rose. Black-red buds spiral open to show off 
swirls of cream edged with vibrant cherry pink. As 
the sun strikes the classically-formed blooms, they 
begin to blush with burgundy hues, finally finishing 
deep, dark red. The beautiful blooms are held 
on long stems and displayed against super-shiny, 
green foliage for an eye-popping combo. Easy to 
grow, broadly rounded, bushy plants have great 
vigor and disease resistance. BB

Height: 4½-5'  Petals: 25-30
Flower Size: 4-5"  
Fragrance: Slight, cinnamon spice 
Hybridizer: Carruth/Bédard, 2011

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23648

Dick Clark

Double Delight
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Var: ANDeli) Nicely formed, cream blooms 
have strawberry markings invading the outer 
ring of petals as they unfold, becoming more 
pronounced as the summer wears on. It not only 
deserves its place on the show table, but also 
makes a dramatic cut flower with its intensely 
fragrant profusion. The plants are medium to tall, 
slightly spreading and quick to repeat. The green, 
matte foliage will fall prey to mildew if you neglect 
your spray program, but that’s its only fault and it 
doesn’t mind cold winters. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 35-40
Flower Size: 4-6"
Fragrance: Strong, spicy  
Hybridizer: Swim and Ellis, 1977

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23656

Double Delight

Dream Come True™  

GRANDIFLORA  ♨
(Plant Patent #20633, Var: WEKdocpot)  All 
America honors were a ‘dream-come-true’ for Dr. 
John Pottschmidt, whose love for roses became a 
driving force in his life. One of his many goals was 
to breed an AARS winner, and he did just that with 
this gorgeous rose everyone can enjoy. The bushy, 
vigorous, exceptionally disease-resistant plants 
pump out loads of large, long-stemmed, shapely 
blooms of yellow edged in ruby red. Each flower 
fully blushes to ruby at the finish, giving a delightful 
multi-colored display. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 26-40
Flower Size: up to 5" 
Fragrance: Mild, tea rose  
Hybridizer: Pottschmidt, 2008

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23660

Dream Come True™

Electron

Electron
HYBRID TEA
As a garden subject it has no peer because 
it’s constantly in bloom all season long. In fact, 
few bother to disbud it because that would limit 
bloom production. The large foliage is polished 
deep green and goes right up to the neck of the 
bloom. Under ordinary circumstances it’s one of 
the cleanest, hardiest, brightest pinks around. 
Cursed with a myriad of tiny, sharp thorns, which is 
undoubtedly its only means of protecting its super 
fragrant blooms. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 30-35  Flower Size: 5-7"  
Fragrance: Strong, old rose and spice   
Hybridizer: McGredy, 1973

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23670

Elina
HYBRID TEA
(Var: DICjana) Exhibition quality, light yellow blooms 
with extraordinary substance hold their form 
despite having less than 30 petals. The vigorous 
plants are almost as broad as tall, covered with 
glossy green foliage that’s quite resistant to 
disease, especially black spot. During the heat of 
summer, the flower size will diminish and the color 
lightens, but it always seems to be there when you 
need a bouquet for the table. BB

Height: 5-6'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 5-7"  
Fragrance: Slight  
Hybridizer: Dickson, 1984

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23674

Elina
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Enchanted Peace™
HYBRID TEA  
(Plant Patent #33492, Var: MEIzoloi) Take Love 
& Peace, add more fragrance, more blooming 
power, and you get Enchanted Peace. The classic 
hybrid tea blooms open yellow, largely suffused 
with orange, especially near the edge of the petals, 
and quickly change to yellow suffused with pink. 
Disease resistant, bushy plants have very glossy, 
green foliage and produce an abundance of the 
beautiful blooms. Performs as well in containers as 
it does in the garden. BOR

Height: 5'  Petals: 35-38  Flower Size: 3"   
Fragrance: Moderate to strong  
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2021

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #23682

Enchanted Peace™

Eternal Flame™
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #18918, Var: MEIfacul) The dramatic 
blooms of this hybrid tea are large and fragrant, 
with ruffled petals of soft yellow that pop against 
the dark green foliage. As the name implies, this 
plant is a blooming machine, putting out flush 
after flush of gorgeous, citrus-scented blooms. 
Exceptionally disease resistant and an absolute 
must for the cutting garden. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 3-5'  Petals: 35-40  Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Strong, citrus   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2007

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #23685

Eternal Flame™

Euphoria®
HYBRID TEA
(PPAF, Var: IPB065013) With florist rose bloodlines in 
its parentage, the incredibly long-lasting blooms of 
this rose are sure to bring a new level of excitement 
to your bouquets and arrangements. Not only 
do the blooms hold nicely, but they appear on 
the bush in slight color variations, from greenish 
cream edged with deep pink, to soft yellow, pastel 
apricot, and everything in between. No matter the 
color, the blooms have an interesting, crenellated 
edge that will add wonderful texture to cut flower 
bouquets. Healthy, low-growing plants have glossy 
green foliage and continuously produce their 
colorful creations throughout the season. BB

Height: 2-3'  Petals: 26-40
Flower Size: 4-5"
Fragrance: Mild  
Hybridizer: Interplant Roses, 2022

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23690 Euphoria®

Falling In Love™
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Plant Patent #19872, Var: WEKmoomar) When 
you combine Moonstone with Marilyn Monroe, 
how can you help but create a star? We know 
you’ll fall in love with these full, shapely blooms of 
exhibition form. The pure pink color softens to white 
on the outer petals and on the reverse to give the 
flowers a surreal glow, plus the strong rose and 
fruit fragrance is downright heavenly. The upright 
plants stay tidy and compact, just right for the front 
of the flower border. Large, dark green foliage 
clothes long stems perfect for cutting. BB

Height: 3-5'  Petals: 25-30
Flower Size: 5-7" 
Fragrance: Moderate, rose and fruit   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2007

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #23703

Falling In Love™

Firefighter®
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Var: ORAdal, aka: Hacienda, Red n’ Fragrant)  
The flowers of Firefighter are strong, rich red, 
and wonderfully scented. This upright hybrid tea 
battles back disease and the blooms, true to the 
name, hold up well even in intense heat. Fragrant 
red roses don’t come down the path very often 
because they can bring disease as baggage. This 
one resists them all with minimal spraying. The first 
sponsorship rose of the Remember Me garden 
fund to honor the victims of 9-11. BB

Height:  5-6'  Petals: 40-45
Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Strong, sweet   
Hybridizer: Orard, 1999

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item # 23708

Firefighter®
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Folklore
HYBRID TEA
(Var: KORlore) One of the top exhibition roses. 
Slow-opening, high-centered blooms are warm 
salmon with a rich golden-orange reverse. The tall, 
slightly spreading, vase-shaped plants bear long 
stems covered with red tinted, waxy foliage that 
is extremely disease resistant. Every year, several of 
our customers report a climbing sport, but this isn’t 
true. It’s just the nature of the beast. Pinching will 
keep the critter in bounds. Deliciously fragrant and 
hardy. BB

Height: 5-7'  Petals: 40-45
Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Strong  
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 1977

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea. 
Item #23720

Folklore

Forever Yours™
HYBRID TEA
(PPAF, Var: TAN08242, aka: Marlene) A ‘must have’ 
for the cutting garden enthusiast, Forever Yours 
will reward you with ample roses to say "I love you" 
in the simplest of ways. The large, fire-engine red 
blooms have a very good vase life, classic, hybrid 
tea form, and a moderate fragrance that truly 
allows the color to take center stage. Upright, 
well-branched bushes are clothed with dark green 
foliage and are as enchanting in containers as 
they are in the landscape. BB    

Height: 4-7'  Petals: 20-25
Flower Size: 4-5"   
Fragrance: Moderate 
Hybridizer: Evers, 2020

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea. 
Item #23740

Forever Yours™

Fragrant Cloud
HYBRID TEA
(Var: TANellis) Large, full blooms of deep orange-
red have a fragrance that will knock your socks 
off. The plant is a shorty and requires an extra 
application of fertilizer to get stems long enough to 
exhibit. The red tinted foliage is extremely resistant 
and persists long enough to give the plant an 
extra shot of starch that ensures hardiness even in 
cold winter areas. Oddly enough, the introducer 
withheld this variety from the market for five years 
for fear it couldn’t compete with Tropicana. Looks 
like it’s going to outlive it. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 25-30
Flower Size: 5-7"  
Fragrance: Strong, fruity spice 
Hybridizer: Tantau, 1963

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23723

Fragrant Cloud

Fragrant Plum
GRANDIFLORA
(Var: AROplumi) The name says it all: this rose is 
one fruity beauty. Bountiful, plum-colored blooms 
with darker, smoky edges and heady fragrance 
reward growers of this beautiful grandiflora. The 
richly colored flowers, held high on long, clustered 
stems, are perfect for filling vases, and the lush, 
deep green, squeaky-clean foliage provides a 
great backdrop. BB

Height: 5-6'  Petals: 20-25  Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Strong, fruity  
Hybridizer: Christensen, 1990

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23726

Fragrant Plum

Francis Meilland®
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #19970, Var: MEItroni) One of the 
first hybrid tea roses to win the prestigious ADR 
contest in Germany, having been observed there 
for 3 years under no spray conditions and found to 
have excellent disease resistance for its type. The 
large, high-centered blooms of soft, shell pink emit 
a wonderful fragrance. Dark green, semi-glossy 
foliage rounds out the package of this multiple 
award winner. Zone 5 hardy. BB

Height: 6-6½'  Petals: 60-65  Flower Size: 5"  
Fragrance: Strong, fruit and citrus   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2006

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #23730

Francis Meilland®
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Full Sail
HYBRID TEA
(Var: MAClanoflon) You’ll like the cut of Full Sail’s 
jib. In the garden, it provides a frothy display of 
creamy white blooms on nearly thornless canes. 
This intensely fragrant sport of New Zealand will 
prove seaworthy in gardens from coast to coast. 
Like New Zealand, it has tough, disease resistant, 
shiny dark green foliage that contrasts perfectly 
with its flowers. Be sure to hold on tight, otherwise 
the intense, heady fragrance is sure to knock you 
overboard. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 30-35  Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Intense, honeysuckle 
Hybridizer: McGredy, 1999

31.95 ea.   2 for 28.95 ea.   4 for 25.95 ea.
Item #23746

Full Sail

Fun in the Sun™
GRANDIFLORA
(Plant Patent #33325 Var: WEKpupmobalip) Ice 
cream, sand, and a cold, fruity drink...the colors of 
this rose evoke everything that a day packed with 
Fun in the Sun should be. Fully double blooms are 
filled to the brim with layer upon layer of petals in a 
heavenly blend of colors that will go with just about 
anything. Upright, bushy plants are draped in rich 
green foliage that offers superb resistance against 
powdery mildew, rust, and downy mildew. BB

Height: 3½-4½'  Petals: 60-85  Flower Size: 3-4" 
Fragrance: Strong, fruit with hints of spice  
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2021

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #23748

Fun in the Sun™

Gold Medal™
GRANDIFLORA   ♨
(Var: AROqueli)  In the spring this variety is regularly 
seen on the show bench because most of the first 
flush of blooms comes singly. Larger than most 
grandifloras, it is one of the most dependable 
in the yellow shades. Deep gold brushed with 
orange when it first opens, it lightens as the 
blossom matures. The foliage is large, deep green, 
and heavily toothed as well as clean and disease 
resistant. A very vigorous grower. BB

Height: 5-6'  Petals: 35-40
Flower Size: 5-6"
Fragrance: Mild, fruit and spice   
Hybridizer: Christensen, 1983

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23780

Gold Medal™

Gemini™
HYBRID TEA
(Var: JACnepal) You won’t have to check your 
horoscope to see if you are a winner with this 
rose, as every flower seems to have perfect form. 
Its color, creamy-white edged with coral-red, will 
intensify as it ages and you will find it with long 
cutting stems and terrific dark green leaves to 
offset the flowers. Gemini signifies twins so you will 
probably want to buy it in quantities of two. A must-
have for all exhibitors. It wins often. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 25-30
Flower Size: 5-7" 
Fragrance: Very light   
Hybridizer: Zary, 2000

33.95 ea.   2 for 30.95 ea.   4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #23755

Gemini™

Good As Gold™
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #26052, Var: WEKgobafa) Is it 
orange? Maybe. Is it gold? Possibly. Is it gorgeous? 
Absolutely! Full, double blooms of classic form 
are a difficult-to-describe blend of gold, orange, 
and yellow finishing with a kiss of red on the petal 
edges. Upright, bushy plants filled with glossy, deep 
green foliage crank out loads of long-stemmed 
beauties as perfect for cutting bouquets as they 
are for the landscape. BB

Height: 3-6'  Petals: 27-35
Flower Size: 4-5"   
Fragrance: Mild, grapefruit and citrus    
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2014

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #23782

Good As Gold™
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Grande Dame™
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #23476, Var: WEKmerewby) A glorious 
modern rose with the advantages of natural 
vigor, abundant flowers, and exceptional disease 
resistance, while still retaining the romance of old 
rose style and fragrance. The fully double, rose-
pink blossoms display a hint of blue tones, no doubt 
provided by their impeccable Meredith x Wild Blue 
Yonder parentage. Each bloom invites you to bury 
your nose and inhale its rich, old rose fragrance. 
The big, shrub-like bushes are filled with abundant 
deep green leaves and offer their blooms on low-
thorned stems. BB

Height: 4-5½'  Petals: 30-35
Flower Size: 5-6" 
Fragrance: Intense, old rose   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2011

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea. 
Item #23786

Grande Dame™

Honey Dijon™
GRANDIFLORA
(Plant Patent #17822, Var: WEKsproulses) Consider it 
a condiment, with its flavor a garden accent unlike 
any other rose. The color may be best described as 
antique gold, a color so novel in roses that it hints of 
silken flowers. Developing deeper shades in cooler 
climates, it has a pleasant fruity fragrance. An 
abundant production of formal, double blooms will 
provide tasty bouquets, and the grandiflora bush 
will bring a vigorous presence to the garden. BB

Height: 3½-4½'  Petals: 25-30
Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Moderate, sweet fruit 
Hybridizer: Sproul, 2005

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #23824

Julie Andrews
HYBRID TEA
(PPAF, Var: DELfluros, aka: Pink Paradise) As 
charming as the woman she’s named for, this rose 
is certain to become one of your new ‘favorite 
things’. She’ll reward you with masses of double, 
luscious pink blooms with a golden heart and a 
powerful perfume that will have you singing her 
praises. Rich, dark green foliage sets the stage 
for this star-performer that is destined to become 
a legend in the rose garden. Winner of multiple 
awards in Europe. BB

Height: 2-4'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 4-5"   
Fragrance: Strong, anise, tarragon, and rose 
Hybridizer: Delbard, 2020

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea. 
Item #23868

Honey Dijon™

Julie Andrews

Just Joey
HYBRID TEA  ♨
Huge apricot blooms age to an acceptable buff 
when fully open. Shorter than average plants, 
almost as wide as they are high, are covered with 
glossy green foliage. A great show rose in cool 
climates as the heavy substance of the petals 
allows it to open fully, showing fluffy yellow stamens 
and holding for days. Exquisitely fragrant, but 
tender in harsh winters. Voted World’s Favorite Rose 
in 1994. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 5-7" 
Fragrance: Strong, fruity  
Hybridizer: Cants, 1972

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #23870

Just Joey

Kardinal™
HYBRID TEA
(Var: KORlingo) This superbly formed, pure scarlet 
rose has such heavy substance that it seems to 
take forever to fully open. Just barely large enough 
to qualify as an exhibition variety, it makes up for 
it in productivity since its original destiny was a cut 
flower. Dark green, leathery foliage is so resistant 
to disease you almost know before you sniff that it 
isn’t going to be very fragrant. The upright plants 
tend to build upon themselves during the summer 
and are thankfully quite hardy. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 30-35  Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Slight  Hybridizer: Kordes®, 1985

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23885

Kardinal™
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LeAnn Rimes
HYBRID TEA
(Var: HARzippee, aka: Perception) This hard-to-
find rose produces consistently perfect, high-
centered flowers of creamy white with a rosy pink 
blush on the edges of the petals. It is a vigorous 
grower and very floriferous, with the blooms 
usually borne singly on long, straight stems with 
glossy, dark green foliage. One more attribute is 
its wonderful, sweet fragrance. BB

Height: 5-7'  Petals: 30-50  Flower Size: 5-6" 
Fragrance: Strong, sweet   
Hybridizer: Harkness, 1998

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23918

Lasting Love®
HYBRID TEA
(Var: ADHarman) Anyone with a passion for red 
roses will fall in love with this hybrid tea. The blooms 
are a blend of deep red and dusky plum-rose 
that’s quite unique, plus their powerful fragrance 
fills the air with the scent of pure, rich rose. Just 
as glorious is the deep green foliage enhanced 
with burgundy-red new growth that’s so glossy it 
almost looks artificial. BB

Height: 2½-3½'  Petals: 25-35  Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Strong, rose and fruit   
Hybridizer: Adam, 1993

37.95 ea.  2 for 34.45 ea.  4 for 30.95 ea.
Item #23914

Lasting Love®

Love™
GRANDIFLORA  w
(Var: JACtwin) One of the most striking reverse roses! 
The high-centered, exhibition quality, scarlet-red 
blooms are illuminated with incandescent white 
on the reverse side of the petals. Flushes of flowers 
are borne throughout the season, either singly or 
in sprays, with fragrance that varies from mild to 
strong spice. Beautiful and long-lasting in a vase, 
but beware of the army of thorns lining the stems. 
Compact plants show good disease resistance. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 40-45
Flower Size: 3-4"  
Fragrance: Mild to strong, spice 
Hybridizer: Warriner, 1980

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23947

Love™

LeAnn Rimes

Love & Peace™
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #14731, Var: BAIpeace) A noble, 
exhibition hybrid tea that has winner written all over 
it. Unlike many hybrid teas with their unattractive 
leggy habit, this plant has a bushy, fully clothed 
look and sports soft-yellow flowers splashed with 
pink. Its form is usually perfect and the large flowers 
hold well in a vase. Dark green, glossy foliage stays 
quite clean thanks to built in resistance to mildew 
and black spot. BB

Height: 5-7'  Petals: 40-50
Flower Size: 5-7"  
Fragrance: Mild   
Hybridizer: Lim & Twomey, 2002 

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea. 
Item #23949

Love & Peace™

Love’s Promise™
GRANDIFLORA
(Var: MEIsoyris, Exhibition name: Matilda) Gorgeous 
red color, wonderful fragrance, and disease 
resistance – this rose really delivers. Elegantly 
scalloped petals form big blooms in a luscious 
shade of strawberry red with a cardinal red reverse. 
If the color isn’t enough to make you want to pick 
this rose, then the exquisite raspberry fragrance 
certainly will. Green, leathery foliage has enough 
disease resistance to keep the bushy plants looking 
good all season. BB

Height: 3'  Petals: 35-40
Flower Size: 5"  
Fragrance: Strong, raspberry 
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 1994

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23951

Love’s Promise™

Back
Again!
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Lynn Anderson
HYBRID TEA  

(Var: WEKjoe, aka: Oh My God) Though she sang, 
“I never promised you a rose garden,” country 
music pioneer Lynn Anderson certainly knew what 
she was doing when selecting her namesake rose. 
A long-stemmed beauty, adorned with large, rich 
green leaves, this rose has won top honors at its 
fair share of rose shows. The creamy blooms have 
raspberry pink petal edges and a classic, exhibition 
form that is sure to be remembered, both on the 
show bench and in cut flower bouquets. BB

Height:  3½-5'  Petals: 25-40
Flower Size: 4¾" 
Fragrance: Mild, tea   
Hybridizer: Winchel, 1995

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23946

Maria Shriver™
GRANDIFLORA
(Var: DORbandina) This gloriously fragrant 
grandiflora honors the beauty and talent of this 
award-winning broadcast journalist and best-
selling author. The plant displays impeccable 
refinement with its large, fully double, pure white 
flowers held in neat clusters high atop long, elegant 
stems. Clean, polished, dark green foliage lends 
a formal touch. And the perfume! Maria Shriver 
boasts one of the finest fragrances available on 
the market today. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 30-40
Flower Size: 4-6"
Fragrance: Strong, citrus   
Hybridizer: Dorieux, 2004

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23960

Marilyn Monroe™  
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Plant Patent #14398, Var: WEKsunspat)  Voluptuous, 
perfectly formed blooms of creamy apricot show 
a light wash of green as they start to open. This 
beauty will make exhibitors drool. Bred from Sunset 
Celebration and St. Patrick, these two perfectly 
formed roses created a selection with steel-like 
substance that holds in hot, muggy summers or 
in your favorite vase. The plant is strong, vigorous, 
and sneers at disease. Yes, some like it hot! BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 30-35
Flower Size: 5-7" 
Fragrance: Mild, citrus   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2002 

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #23966

Lynn Anderson

Maria Shriver™

Marilyn Monroe™

Maurice Utrillo™ 
HYBRID TEA  
(PPAF, Var: DELstavo) A lovely work of art to add 
a pop of color to cut flower bouquets. Part of the 
Painters Collection™, each classically spiraled 
bloom is a unique creation of red, brushed and 
splashed with cream and yellow. The long-lasting 
blossoms appear in clusters throughout the season 
and are held on bushy plants filled with lush green 
foliage. A disease resistant variety that is certain not 
to disappoint. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 17-25  Flower Size: 3-4" 
Fragrance: Moderate                          
Hybridizer: Delbard, 2004

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #23975

Medallion®
HYBRID TEA  w
Incredibly huge blooms are the claim to fame 
for this 1973 AARS Winner. Long, pointed buds 
spiral open into large, golden apricot blooms that 
average 7 to 8 inches in diameter. Vigorous plants 
have dark, leathery green foliage and canes that 
are practically thornless. The sheer number of 
blooms this plant produces through the season, 
plus their amazing size and color is reason enough 
to bring this beauty home. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 25-35  Flower Size: 7-8" 
Fragrance: Moderate, fruit and licorice 
Hybridizer: Warriner, 1973

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23976

Maurice Utrillo™

Medallion®

Back
Again!
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Memorial Day™
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Plant Patent #16572, Var: WEKblunez)  Plant this 
robust, upright hybrid tea in your cutting garden 
to celebrate the sweet memory of a loved one. 
The enormous, long-stemmed flowers hold loads 
of frilly petals in orchid-pink tones softened by a 
gentle wash of lavender. Rich, damask fragrance 
engages happy memories. Thrives in heat. Very 
disease resistant. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 45-55  Flower Size: 6-8"  
Fragrance: Strong, damask rose   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2004

37.95 ea.  2 for 34.45 ea.  4 for 30.95 ea.
Item #23982

Meredith
HYBRID TEA
(Var: WEKmeredoc) Classically formed blooms 
of pastel pink carry New Zealand parentage, 
a rose known for its exhibition quality. The color 
holds throughout the life of the flower as does its 
rich rose perfume which continues to linger in its 
dried petals. The upright, rounded plant features 
long stems and shiny green leaves, plus displays a 
strong degree of toughness in regard to hardiness 
and disease resistance. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 30-35  Flower Size: 5-6" 
Fragrance: Strong, sweet rose 
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2001

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23984

Memorial Day™

Meredith

Midas Touch™
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Var: JACtou)  Brilliant, golden-yellow blooms 
remain unfading right up to petal drop and seem 
to be showier because they are always borne 
on top of the plant. Plants are vigorous and free 
branching, with shiny, dark green foliage that 
really sets off the flowers. Certainly no great shakes 
as a show rose, but it’s going to hang around for 
a long time because of its striking color, disease 
resistance, and a hardiness that most roses this 
color don’t enjoy. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 20-25
Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Medium, musk   
Hybridizer: Christensen, 1994

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23991

Midas Touch™

Mister Lincoln

Mister Lincoln
HYBRID TEA  ♨
For more than a generation, this dark red rose 
was the yardstick that all new introductions would 
eventually be measured against. The tall, robust 
plant produces a myriad of richly perfumed, deep 
crimson blooms that regularly appear on show 
tables where springs are short and warm. Blossoms 
tend to move toward blue as they mature. It 
certainly belongs in the top ten all-time favorites, 
particularly here in the U.S. Reasonably hardy. BB

Height: 5-7'  Petals: 26-40
Flower Size: 5-7"
Fragrance: Strong, damask rose  
Hybridizer: Swim & Weeks, 1965

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #23999

Moonstone™
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Var: WEKcryland, aka: Cadillac DeVille) This 
exhibition gem is a very large pure white that has a 
delicate pink edge on each petal giving it a fragile-
as-porcelain look. But don’t be deceived because 
it has substance, form, and vigor – everything you 
want in a great show rose. The plant is clothed in 
leathery, dark green foliage with strong upright 
stems. Will do best where the weather is hot. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 30-35
Flower Size: 5-7" 
Fragrance: Mild, tea   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 1999

37.95 ea.  2 for 34.45 ea.  4 for 30.95 ea.
Item #24013

Moonstone™
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Mother of Pearl™  
GRANDIFLORA  ♨
(Plant Patent #18707, Var: MEIludere) Luminous 
blooms add grace and style both in the vase and 
the landscape. The flowers of soft, light pink have a 
deeper shaded heart and almost appear to glow 
from within. The elegant color goes with just about 
anything and the disease resistance of the semi-
glossy, dense foliage means you can plant it just 
about anywhere. Floriferous plants perform as well 
in cooler climates as in heat and humidity. Zone 5 
hardy. BOR

Height: 3½-4'  Petals: 22-25
Flower Size: 3½" 
Fragrance: Slight   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2007

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea. 
Item #24017

Neil Diamond
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #27272, Var: WEKdereroro) With Rock 
& Roll in its lineage it makes sense to name this 
rose after Hall-of-Famer Neil Diamond. Just like his 
music, the performance of this plant transcends 
expectations. Not only is it gorgeous to look at, with 
glossy leaves and unusual pink blooms speckled 
with white, but it has an intense, classic rose 
fragrance. An upright growth habit and long stems 
make this hybrid tea phenomenal for cutting, so 
the show can go on indoors! BB

Height: 4½-5½'  Petals: 40-50
Flower Size: 4-5"   
Fragrance: Intense, sweet and classic rose  
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2015

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24026

Neptune
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #16614, Var: WEKhilpurnil) Intense, 
sweet fragrance and elegant, classic form 
combine to make this rose more than a myth. Each 
flower boasts lavender petals that are crowned 
with subtle purple edges, and the green, glossy 
foliage maintains a beauty that resists disease. Will 
require some disbudding for you exhibitors. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 34-45
Flower Size: 5-7"
Fragrance: Strong, rose    
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2004

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea. 
Item #24030

Mother of Pearl™

Neil Diamond

Neptune

New Day
HYBRID TEA
(Var: KORgold) As each lemon-colored blossom 
curls open to greet the day, it’s like a breath of fresh 
air for anyone lucky enough to bear witness. The 
stunning bloom is enhanced by a spicy perfume 
that lingers in the air. As each New Day unfolds, this 
rose is busy producing bloom after bloom, putting 
on a show all season long. Exceptionally disease 
resistant foliage covers the canes of the upright, 
mid-sized bush. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 25-35  Flower Size: 4-5"  
Fragrance: Intense, spice 
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 1972

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24032

New Day

New Zealand
HYBRID TEA
(Var: MACgenev) Though its large, luminous shell 
pink blooms open a little too fast for exhibition, 
New Zealand has everything else going for it. 
Since its introduction, this beauty has maintained 
its popularity simply because its fragrance keeps 
finding new noses. Its vigor will require you to disbud 
the many side buds if you want long stemmed single 
flowers, but let them all bloom and you can cut big 
sprays of large, aromatic flowers. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 30-35  Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Intense, sweet honeysuckle 
Hybridizer: McGredy, 1995

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24033

New Zealand
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Oh Happy Day™
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #29165, Var: KORoligeo) We’re 
certain you will sing the praises of this rose once it 
flowers in your garden. The high-centered blooms 
are a delightful combination of golden-yellow 
mixed with shades of apricot, and grounded with 
a pink reverse. Upright, bushy plants are almost 
shrub-like in appearance and have dark green 
foliage that exhibits good resistance to powdery 
mildew, black spot, rust, and Botrytis. Part of the 
Eleganza® series of roses. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 50-55  Flower Size: 3½-4"  
Fragrance: Light  Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2015

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #24059

Oh Happy Day™

Olympiad
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Var: MACauck) Exquisite blooms of pure, clear 
red have all the qualities of a great exhibition 
rose and are borne so prolifically that they can 
be depended upon for cutting all season long. 
The plants are tall, long-stemmed, and covered 
with heavily toothed foliage that is quite mildew 
resistant for its class. Sam McGredy had a strong 
belief that roses should be fragrant. Alas, this one 
has little fragrance, but that doesn’t stop it from 
being one of the most popular red roses. BB

Height: 5-6'  Petals: 32-37  Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Slight  Hybridizer: McGredy, 1984

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24068

Olympiad

Over The Moon™
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #21577, Var: ORAclelon) The Just Joey 
fan club will jump for joy at the sight of this newly 
retooled version. The huge blooms spiral open from 
deep apricot buds into warm and sugary apricot 
tones that glow like beacons against lush, matte 
green leaves. Very good disease resistance added 
to the rounded, bushy and vigorous plants ensures 
a pleasing display. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 25-35
Flower Size: 5-6" 
Fragrance: Light, fruity  
Hybridizer: Orard, 2009

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24078

Over the Moon™

Papa Meilland®
HYBRID TEA 
(Var: MEIcesar) Rich, velvety blooms adorn long 
sturdy stems making this the ultimate cutting rose. 
Unlike other roses of intense red, the color of this 
beauty does not fade as the blossom matures. In 
fact, it deepens in richness and warmth, becoming 
an intense dark burgundy. It is common for a rose 
of this color to lack fragrance, but Papa Meilland 

does not follow suit. The perfume is very strong and 
fruity, not just for a red rose, but across the board. 
This rose has won several awards including the 
James Alexander Gamble Fragrance Medal from 
the American Rose Society and was also elected 
into the World Federation of Rose Societies Hall of 
Fame. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 26-40
Flower Size: 4-6"
Fragrance: Very strong, fruity   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 1963

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24079 Papa Meilland®

Paradise
HYBRID TEA
(Var: WEZeip) Nirvana is not far off when you 
encounter this rose. Breathe in its light fruity scent 
as you gaze at the large, unusual blooms, and 
it will be apparent why it’s called Paradise. This 
continually-blooming, easy-to-grow, disease-
resistant plant never ceases to amaze. Its clean, 
true lavender blooms open to reveal loads of 
petals tipped in magenta-pink. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 25-30
Flower Size: 4"
Fragrance: Moderate, fruity  
Hybridizer: Weeks, 1979

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24080

Paradise
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Peace
HYBRID TEA
Hands down the most popular rose ever hybridized, 
and still going strong after more than half a century. 
Big, somewhat spreading, rugged plants will stay 
clean as long as you don’t over fertilize. Some have 
claimed that this pink edged yellow is deteriorating 
because of over propagation, but if you go back 
to the fertilization methods of the era in which it 
was introduced, gardeners were dependent upon 
manure and rarely employed commercial plant 
foods. This plant still appears in rose shows because 
it seems to survive anywhere. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 40-45  Flower Size: 5-7"  
Fragrance: Moderate, fruity   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 1945

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24085

Peach Swirl ™
HYBRID TEA  
(PPAF, Var: TEXpeaswi) Lavish swirls of peach, 
apricot, and creamy yellow create a breathtaking 
display. Like a scoop of delectable ice cream, the 
large fragrant blooms of this phenomenal rose are 
a delight for the senses; one look, one whiff, and 
you can’t help but come back for seconds. Long 
canes make this rose perfect for cutting so the 
decadence of the blooms can be indulged upon 
indoors as well. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 26-40  Flower Size: 3-4"  
Fragrance: Strong, spice and fruit   
Hybridizer: Certified Roses, 2017

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24086

Perfume Delight
HYBRID TEA 
The powerful perfume of damask rose lures you 
in to take a closer look at the brilliant, lipstick pink 
flowers. Long, pointed buds spiral open to reveal 
large flowers with excellent form. Established plants 
will produce the immense blooms that this rose 
is known for, but they’re well worth the wait. The 
upright, bushy plants are filled with glossy, leathery 
foliage and put forth the high-centered blooms on 
long stems perfect for cutting. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Strong, rose   
Hybridizer: Weeks, 1974

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea. 
Item #24096

Peace

Peach Swirl™

Perfume Delight

Perfume Factory™
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Plant Patent #33542, WEKnewibpusbi) Like the 
name implies, this baby really pumps out the 
perfume. The blooms are a novel color — a 
lovely shade of purple lavender that lightens 
toward the petal edges, yet deepens to magenta 
purple toward the center, especially in cooler 
temperatures. The flowers are perfect for cutting so 
you can add a splash of fragrance wherever your 
heart desires. Upright, bushy plants have glorious, 
green foliage with built-in disease resistance. BB

Height: 3½-5½'  Petals: 40-45 Flower Size: 3½-4" 
Fragrance: Strong, fruit and spice
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2021

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea. 
Item #24094

Perfume Factory™

Pinkerbelle™
HYBRID TEA  

(Plant Patent #30812, Var: MEIvanae) Ovoid buds 
spiral open to reveal unique blooms of cream 
suffused with tones of pink and lavender, and 
finished with a pink picotee edge. A powerful 
fragrance ensnares the senses. Vigorous, upright 
plants have dark green, semi-glossy foliage that 
exhibits excellent resistance to rust and mildews. 
Named ‘Best Hybrid Tea’ at the 2020 Biltmore 
International Rose Trials. BOR

Height: 5½'  Petals: 30-34  Flower Size: 4"   
Fragrance: Strong, spice and verbena      
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2019

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #24102

Pinkerbelle™
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Pope John Paul ll
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Plant Patent #19107, Var: JACsegra) Considered 
one of the most fragrant roses of all time and 
chosen by the Vatican to honor the late Pope 
John Paul II. Dark green, glossy foliage provides a 
perfect setting for the large, luminous, pure white 
blossoms with classic form and a delightful fresh 
citrus scent. This exquisite rose has received top 
marks for its vigorous growth and abundance of 
flowers. With exceptional disease resistance, this 
rose is just about perfect in every way. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 45-50  Flower Size: 5" 
Fragrance: Strong, citrus  
Hybridizer: Zary, 2008

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24103

Pope John Paul II

Princesse Charlene
de Monaco®
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #24296, Var. MEIdysouk) Each large 
blossom is a unique blend of luscious, light apricot 
and shell pink, enhanced with ruffled petal edges, 
and an unforgettably alluring scent. The plant 
shows excellent disease resistance for its type and 
makes a gorgeous, fit-for-a-princess cut flower 
bouquet. BOR

Height: 3-5'  Petals: 60-100  Flower Size: 4-5"  
Fragrance: Very strong, fruit 
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2012

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #24101

Princesse Charlene de Monaco®

Queen Elizabeth
GRANDIFLORA  ♨
This rose has been around for over half a century 
and is the original member of the grandiflora class. 
In cool climates, blooms are a shell pink picking up 
salmon shades where the nights are warm. Nearly 
thornless plants grow quite tall by fall, producing 
huge candelabras. With its lustrous, cast iron 
foliage, it is often employed as a shrub because it's 
almost impervious to disease. BB

Height: 5-7'  Petals: 35-40  Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Moderate    
Hybridizer: Lammerts, 1955

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24120

Queen Elizabeth

Radiant Perfume
GRANDIFLORA
(Plant Patent #14915, Var: JACadnof) Radiant 
aptly describes the luminous, deep yellow color of 
these large, double blooms. But, if the color isn’t 
enough to draw your attention, then the strong, 
citrus fragrance certainly will. A vigorous specimen 
in certain climates, but always covered in glossy, 
dark green foliage – the perfect backdrop for 
these long-stemmed, glowing beauties. A standout 
both in the garden and the vase. BB

Height: 5-6'  Petals: 17-25  Flower Size: 4-5"  
Fragrance: Strong, citrus   
Hybridizer: Zary, 2005

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea. 
Item #24130

Radiant Perfume

Ring of Fire™
HYBRID TEA
(PPAF, Var. GREhotmar) We fell into this burnin’ 
Ring of Fire as soon as we laid eyes on it. Flaming 
orange petals are blended with coral and ginger 
hues to give each perfectly formed bloom the look 
of a blazing hot fireball. Extraordinarily productive 
plants ensure a throng of vibrant, fiery bouquets 
that would make even The Man in Black himself 
burn with desire over this one. BB

Height: 5-6'  Petals: 26-40  Flower Size: 4"  
Fragrance: Mild, tea   
Hybridizer: Greenwood, 2017

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24152

Ring of Fire™
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Rio Samba™ 
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Var: JACrite) Blooms begin bright, golden-yellow 
tipped with scarlet pink. As the blooms age, the 
petals become  more suffused with scarlet pink, 
leading to a wildly fun carnival of colors on each 
bush. Vigorous and somewhat spreading plants 
have shiny, bright green foliage. One of the most 
colorful subjects in your garden and far hardier 
and disease resistant than most of its color. A great 
cut flower and it takes only a few to light up a dark 
corner in your home. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 25-30
Flower Size: 4-6"
Fragrance: Moderate   
Hybridizer: Warriner, 1993

32.95 ea.  2 for 29.95 ea.  4 for 26.95 ea.
Item #24156

Rock & Roll™
GRANDIFLORA
(Plant Patent #20936, Var: WEKgobnez) Big creamy 
buds set the beat for what’s to become a rockin’ 
show of colors. As each petal unfurls it reveals 
stripes and splashes of burgundy, red, and white 
with a cream reverse. No two blooms are alike. 
But this show isn’t just for the eyes – it’s a live 
performance that involves your nose because the 
fragrance is over the top. Abundant, deep green, 
glossy foliage on compact, bushy plants loaded 
with disease resistance sets the stage. Great for 
cutting, smelling, or just enjoying. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 35-45
Flower Size: 4-6"
Fragrance: Strong, rose  
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2009

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #24160

Rio Samba™

Savannah™
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Plant Patent #26285, Var: KORvioros) As part 
of the Sunbelt® collection, this rose was bred to 
handle heat and humidity with grace and ease. 
The vigorous plants bear abundant, salmon-pink 
blooms which emit a fragrance that you’ll want 
to enjoy again and again. Glossy foliage displays 
incredible resistance to black spot and mildew. 
Named Best Hybrid Tea, Most Fragrant Rose, and 
Most Outstanding Rose at the Biltmore International 
Rose Trials in 2015. BOR

Height: 4'  Petals:150-160  Flower Size: 4"  
Fragrance: Very strong, sweet   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2013

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24179

Secret™
HYBRID TEA
(Var: HILaroma) Exhibition quality blooms are rich 
cream brushed with pink on the outer edges of the 
petals. As each petal reflexes, it shows a touch of 
gold, which gives an over-all glow to the blooms. 
The plants are fairly upright, produce blooms with 
a lavish hand and are covered with glossy, bright 
green foliage. It is no secret that it’s intensely 
fragrant. A few blooms make even a large room 
smell like a perfume factory. BB

Height:  4-5'  Petals: 30-35  Flower Size: 5-7"  
Fragrance:  Strong, sweet and spicy 
Hybridizer:  Tracy, 1994

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24188

Rock & Roll™

Rouge Royale™

Rouge Royale™
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Plant Patent #14039, Var: MEIkarouz) Deep 
burgundy buds open to reveal perfectly quartered, 
old-fashioned blooms that are bright raspberry-red 
without the purplish hues so typical of this type 
of rose. The flowers hold up well in rain and heat, 
wafting their sweet fragrance of citrus and fresh,  
ripe berries. The bushy plants are densely clothed 
with deep green foliage. Winner of the Fragrance 
Award at the Rose Hills International Rose Trials in 
2003. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 75-80
Flower Size: 4-5"
Fragrance: Strong, citrus and berry  
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2000

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24162

Secret™

Savannah™
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Secret’s Out!™
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #21373, Var: WITharoma) All traces 
of pink found in the original Secret rose have 
disappeared in this alluring sport, but every bit of its 
powerful, spicy fragrance remains. The white, high-
centered, exhibition-quality flowers add refreshing 
coolness to borders and bouquets, while at the 
same time perfuming the air for days. Secret’s Out! 
features the same superior plant performance, 
disease resistance, hardiness, and generous bloom 
production as the original Secret. BB 

Height: 3½-4'  Petals: 30-35  Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Strong, spicy 
Hybridizer: Witherspoon Rose Culture, 2009

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #24189

Secret's Out™

Sheer Bliss
HYBRID TEA
(Var: JACtro) Long, creamy white buds open 
slowly, revealing hints of soft pink on the petal 
edges as they reflex. The plants are long-stemmed 
and upright with shiny, dark green foliage and 
very sharp thorns. You’ll enjoy the strong, sweet 
fragrance and despite its fragile appearance, it 
will stand up to heat, rain, and nasty winters! Stays 
clean even if you skip spraying while your’re away. 
BB

Height: 5-7'  Petals: 26-40  Flower Size: 5-7" 
Fragrance: Strong, sweet  
Hybridizer: Warriner, 1987

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24192

Sheer Bliss

Shirley’s Bouquet™
HYBRID TEA  
(PPAF, Var: ORAvolmon) A timeless, elegant beauty 
perfect for cutting bouquets and moon gardens. 
Pure white blooms have classic hybrid tea form 
and spiral open from pointed buds to emit their 
remarkably powerful perfume. Upright plants have 
a somewhat bushy form with dark green, semi-
glossy foliage that stays quite free from disease. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 25-35
Flower Size: 5" 
Fragrance: Strong, sweet rose   
Hybridizer: Rosaries Orard, 2015

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24193

Shirley’s Bouquet™

Shreveport™
GRANDIFLORA  ♨
(Var: KORpesh, aka: Helen de Waal) Vivacious 
and bold, this rose was named to honor the city 
that is home to the headquarters of the American 
Rose Society. The high-centered blooms, borne 
in clusters, are an eye-catching blend of orange, 
salmon pink, and coral. An excellent rose for 
cutting, long stems are lined with dark, olive-
green leaves that are imbued with good disease 
resistance, just as you would expect from a Kordes 
rose. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 45-55  
Flower Size: 3½-4½"  
Fragrance: Light, tea   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 1981

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea. 
Item #24194

Shreveport™

St. Patrick™
HYBRID TEA   ♨
(Var: WEKamanda) To all of our customers who 
suffer the heat of summer, BUY THIS ROSE! The huge 
blooms can be slow to open, but are definitely 
worth the wait. This yellow hybrid tea shows just a 
hint of green, and not only loves heat, but thrives 
on it. Cooler temperatures bring out the yellow in 
the blossoms, but once it heats up the novel green 
color comes through. Gray-green foliage covers 
this disease resistant plant, but watch out in winter, 
it is a bit tender. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 30-35
Flower Size: 5-7"
Fragrance: Slight   
Hybridizer: Strickland, 1996

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #24206

St. Patrick™
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Strike It Rich™
GRANDIFLORA  
(Plant Patent #19144, Var: WEKbepmey) Cash in on 
loads of long-lasting blooms saturated with strong, 
sweet, spice and fruit fragrance. The long-lasting, 
sparkling gold flowers spun with orange-pink are 
rich and opulent enough to bring out the gold 
digger in any gardener. Very dark green leaves 
and unusual red stems set off the showy clusters 
of blossoms. Strong vigor and natural disease 
resistance keep this gem looking great. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 26-40
Flower Size: 4½-5" 
Fragrance: Strong, spice and fruit  
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2007

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24210

State of Grace™
GRANDIFLORA
(Plant Patent #32822, Var: WEKspodotogi) This 
beauty has full and fluffy blooms that are gold 
blushing to pink, with a dark pink reverse and a 
wonderful old-fashioned form. Not ‘leggy’ like so 
many English-style roses, the rounded, bushy plants 
have clean foliage and offer their blooms in flushes 
throughout the season. Especially resistant to rose 
diseases typically found on the West coast. BB

Height: 3½-4'  Petals: 30-65   
Flower Size: 3½-4½"   
Fragrance: Moderate, fruity   
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2020

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24211

Stiletto™
HYBRID TEA  

(Plant Patent #30207, Var: MEIzolnil) Upright, 
vigorous plants put forth large, exhibition-style 
blooms that are a fashion-forward shade of reddish 
to magenta-pink that will not fade or go out of 
style. She has a powerful perfume that fills the air 
and goes straight to your nose to ensnare your 
senses. Very dark green foliage has a high gloss 
finish that signifies excellent disease resistance for 
this flirtatious beauty. BB

Height: 5½'  Petals: 30-35
Flower Size: 4"   
Fragrance: Very strong, fruit and rose
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2020

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24209

Strike It Rich™

Sugar Moon™
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #23475, Var: WEKmemolo) The full, 
classically formed blooms are saturated with 
intensely sweet citrus and rose fragrance that 
nearly bowls you over. Big, pointed buds spiral 
open to show off broad petals. Very dark green, 
glossy leaves make the white flowers pop all the 
more. Good rebloom, natural vigor, superior 
disease resistance, and long stems make this a 
perfect rose for garden display, the show bench, 
floral arrangements and above all, for smelling! BB

Height: 4½-6'  Petals: 30-35  Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Intense, sweet citrus and rose 
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2012

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24213

Sugar Moon™

Stiletto™

State of Grace™

Sweet Mademoiselle™  
HYBRID TEA
(Plant Patent #28659, Var: MEInostair, Mademoiselle 
Meilland®) With parentage that includes both 
Graham Thomas  and Love & Peace, this rose is 
destined to become a classic. Ovoid buds open 
into large, old-fashioned blooms in lush tones  of 
rose pink with orange-pink shading. The flower color 
will vary a bit depending on the temperature, but 
the exquisite fragrance remains the same. Winner of 
multiple international awards. BOR

Height: 5'  Petals: 41+  Flower Size: 4½"  
Fragrance: Strong, sweet, fruit and lemon 
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2018

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea. 
Item #24228

Sweet Mademoiselle™
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Sweet Spirit™
GRANDIFLORA  ♨
(Plant Patent #30860, Var: MEIthatie) These sweetly 
fragrant blossoms are sure to imbue sweet vibes 
into your rose garden. Large buds spiral open to 
reveal fully double blooms of classic form in an eye-
catching shade of rich, violet-red. The dark green, 
semi-glossy foliage has proven quite impervious 
to black spot and handles hot, humid climates 
with ease. Bushy, rounded plants offer wonderful 
landscape form and are certain to be a trouble-
free addition to your collection. POR

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 26-40  Flower Size: 3" 
Fragrance: Strong, sweet  
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2019

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #24224

Sweet Spirit™

The Finest
HYBRID TEA
(Var: BAInest) Great for cut flower arrangements, 
pure white, classically formed blooms spiral open 
from pink-blushed buds, perfuming the air with 
a wonderful spicy fragrance. Rounded plants 
have healthy, disease resistant foliage and a 
nice, presence that won’t overwhelm your space. 
Symbolizing respect and remembrance, this rose 
honors the police officers who lost their lives on 
September 11, 2001. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 35-40  Flower Size: 4"  
Fragrance: Strong, spice  
Hybridizer: Lim, 2010

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea. 
Item #24233

The Finest

The McCartney Rose™ 
HYBRID TEA
(Var: MEIzeli) Offered as a birthday gift to Sir Paul 
by his record company, this hybrid tea has turned 
out to be nearly as phenomenal in performance 
as its namesake, winning multiple international 
rose competitions. The bright rose-pink blooms are 
nearly all exhibition quality and are endowed with 
rich, spicy fragrance. Medium green, semi-matte 
foliage covers the plant from top to bottom. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 20-25
Flower Size: 4½" 
Fragrance: Strong, spice   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 1996

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea.
Item #24234

Tiffany
HYBRID TEA  ♨
Sophisticated, timeless, elegant – nothing personifies  
these characteristics quite like Tiffany. The large, 
classic, hybrid tea blooms are a cool shade of pink 
with a golden glow radiating warmth from the heart. 
They waft their fruity fragrance through the air like a 
fine perfume, luring you to take them inside for a 
bouquet. Dark, semi-glossy, leathery leaves provide 
a wonderful background for the exquisite blooms to 
shine. A 1955 AARS Winner that is still charming rose 
lovers decades later. BB 

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 25-30
Flower Size: 4-5"
Fragrance: Strong, fruity   
Hybridizer: Lindquist, 1954

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24240  

Tiffany 

The McCartney Rose™

Tineke
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(aka: Ines) It is such a joy to walk out and cut 
these huge, crystal white flowers and put them in 
an arrangement, as they hold as wonderfully in a 
vase as on the plant. Originally introduced in the 
cut flower industry, this is one of the best garden 
whites to come along. Completely resistant to 
spotting from rain or dew. It has great, dark green, 
matte foliage that shrugs off disease with ease. 
It has won its share of trophies for exhibitors all 
around the country. BB

Height: 5'  Petals: 50-55
Flower Size: 4-6"
Fragrance: None   
Hybridizer: Select Roses B.V., 1990

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24242

Tineke
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Tropicana
HYBRID TEA   ♨
(Var: TANorstar) If a tropical paradise is what 
you’re looking to create, this rose should take 
center stage. The intense, fruity-sweet scent of its 
enormous, coral-orange blooms is enough to take 
you away, straight to the tropics. Add glossy green 
leaves and prolific blooms and it’s no surprise this 
international award-winning rose has also got an 
AARS award under its belt. Don’t deny yourself a 
chance to vacation right in your own backyard! 
BB

Height: 2-6'  Petals: 30-35
Flower Size: 5"
Fragrance: Strong, sweet and fruity  
Hybridizer: Tantau, 1963

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24244

Tropicana

Top Cream™

Touch of Class™

Top Cream™
HYBRID TEA

(Plant Patent #33493, Var: MEIroguste, aka: Camile 
Claudel) This new rose is the cream of the crop, 
so grab it while it‘s fresh. The buds are large and 
appear suffused with pale pink as they begin to 
unfurl. Once the blossoms open, the pink tones 
fade and you’re left with pure white perfection 
and a lovely, old-fashioned form that draws you in 
to partake of the strong, fruity fragrance. Vigorous, 
upright plants continually produce beautiful, 
bouquet-worthy roses through the season and are 
filled with glossy green foliage that resists common 
rose diseases. BOR

Height:  2½-5'  Petals: 90-100   
Flower Size: 3½"  
Fragrance: Very strong, fruit and anise   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2023

31.95 ea.  2 for 28.95 ea.  4 for 25.95 ea.
Item #24247

Touch of Class™
HYBRID TEA

(Var: KRIcarlo) For years, these highly reflexed 
blooms of coral pink with a creamy reverse have 
been an exhibitor’s standby. Plants are vigorous, 
tall, and vase-shaped, filled with glossy, dark green 
foliage than can only be described as graceful. A 
tremendous producer of blooms all season long. 
BB

Height:  5-6'  Petals: 30-35   
Flower Size: 5-7"
Fragrance: Slight   
Hybridizer: Kriloff, 1986

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24248

Veteran’s Honor®
HYBRID TEA  ♨
(Var: JACopper) When it comes to red roses, this one 
is a must-have for any rosarian. From plump, pointed 
buds emerge high-centered, bright red, perfectly 
formed blooms that are sure to win trophies in many 
rose shows. These long-stemmed beauties last for 
up to two weeks in a vase. Delectable raspberry 
fragrance is an added bonus. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 5-6" 
Fragrance: Mild, raspberry   
Hybridizer: Zary, 2000

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24253  

Twilight Zone
GRANDIFLORA  w
(Plant Patent #24725 Var: WEKebtidere) Clusters 
of deep, velvety magenta blooms overlaid with 
a wisp of smoke spiral open in old-fashioned, very 
double form and infuse the air with their intense 
fragrance of clove and lemony citrus blossom. 
Rounded bushes with a slightly spreading habit 
have deep green, semi-glossy foliage. Good 
disease resistance, sultry color, and alluring 
fragrance ensure this is one rose you won’t want 
to miss. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 35-55  Flower Size: 4-5"  
Fragrance: Strong, spicy clove and lemon   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2013

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24245

Veteran’s Honor®

Twilight Zone

Back
Again!
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Angel Face
FLORIBUNDA  ♨
Since its introduction, Angel Face has become 
a mainstay and highlight in many rose gardens 
because of its low, bushy habit, unusual color, 
and strong fragrance. The double blooms of clear, 
medium lavender flash blushes of ruby on their 
ruffled petal edges, at the same time perfuming 
the air with a sweet scent. Leathery foliage is glossy 
dark green. The flowers are presented in large 
clusters and make good cuts, lasting for days in a 
vase. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Strong, citrus   
Hybridizer: Swim and Weeks, 1969

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24307

Angel Face

At Last®
FLORIBUNDA  

(Plant Patent #27541, Var: HORcogjil) Fully double 
blooms in a delectable shade of apricot appear 
in abundance from late spring until frost on 
bushy, well-rounded plants. No spraying schedule 
required; the glossy green foliage shrugs off black 
spot and powdery mildew with great ease. A 
sweet fragrance combined with an easy-to-grow 
habit make this a great rose for everyone. Zone 5 
hardy. POR

Height: 2½-3'  Petals: 30-40  Flower Size: 3¼"   
Fragrance: Strong, sweet   
Hybridizer: Horner, 2015

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea. 
Item #24309

At Last®

Bolero™
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #17841, Var: MEIdelweis) The timeless 
beauty and exquisite fragrance of this rose are sure 
to captivate you. Old-fashioned, cupped blooms 
are packed with ruffled petals of creamy white and 
emit a heavenly fragrance that is a combination of 
traditional rose mixed with citrus tones. Bushy plants 
filled with glossy green foliage exhibit a high level 
of disease resistance. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 90-100  Flower Size: 3" 
Fragrance: Strong, citrus and rose  
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2004

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea.
Item #24328

Bolero™

Burst of Joy™
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #32109, Var: WEKlovapkemu) With 
parentage that includes both Love & Peace 
and Ketchup & Mustard, how can this rose bring 
anything but a Burst of Joy? Vivid blooms are bright 
orange with a yellow reverse – an eye-popping 
combination that is sure to knock you over. Quite 
long-lasting, both in a vase and on the bush, the 
waves of blooms are sure to bring joy wherever 
they are. Rounded plants are filled with glossy 
green leaves that exhibit good disease resistance. 
BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 3-4"   
Fragrance: Mild, tea   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2020

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24340

Burst of Joy™

Camille Pissarro™
FLORIBUNDA
(PPAF, DELstricol) A ready-made masterpiece with 
each bloom a unique creation, this rose is certain 
to surprise and delight you. Disease resistant, glossy 
green foliage provides the perfect canvas for 
the enchanting clusters of blooms that appear 
in various combinations of yellow, red, pink, and 
white. Add to this a prolific blooming habit and 
you have a rose that is sure to leave an impression 
whether it’s planted in the landscape or in 
containers. Part of the Painters Collection™. BB

Height: 3½-4'  Petals: 16-25  Flower Size: 3-4"   
Fragrance: Mild, apple
Hybridizer: Delbard, 2020

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24341

Camille Pissarro™
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Celestial Night™
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #31860, Var: WEKebtigrad) The 
long-lasting color of this rose, a mystical shade of 
deep plum purple that is quite difficult to achieve, 
could almost be described as ‘out of this world’. 
Add strong disease resistance and incredible 
flowering and you have a rose that is sky high 
above its competition. Full blooms have a cupped 
and quartered, old-fashioned form that makes a 
stunning presentation both on the bushy plants and 
in a vase. Dark, glossy green foliage completes the 
look of this newcomer that is destined to become 
a star. BB

Height: 3-5'  Petals: 60-75
Flower Size: 3-4"  
Fragrance: Mild, fruity
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2019

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24345

Celestial Night™

Day Breaker™
FLORIBUNDA
(Patent #15334, Var: FRYcentury) This exquisitely 
colored, vigorous floribunda will brighten your 
garden with the colors of dawn for weeks. As the 
pointed, shapely yellow buds open, the blooms 
break into shades of pink and apricot. The perfect 
spiral form will have floribunda exhibitors clamoring 
for more plants. Shiny, clean, deep green leaves 
have rims of red, and the sprays of flowers seem to 
sing, “Here comes the sun." BB

Height: 3-5'  Petals: 24-30
Flower Size: 3-5"  
Fragrance: Moderate   
Hybridizer: Fryer, 2004

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24365

Day Breaker™

Doris Day
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #26793, Var: WEKmajuchi) Just like its 
namesake, this rose has got star quality for certain. 
Clusters of the bright, golden yellow blooms shine 
like beacons in the landscape, beckoning you to 
draw near for a close-up look, and smell. No need to 
get too close though; the strong fruity fragrance that 
wafts from the gently ruffled blooms can be admired 
even from a distance. Deep green, disease resistant 
foliage covers the rounded bushes and provides the 
perfect backdrop for the cheery blooms. BB

Height: 3-5'  Petals: 45-55
Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Strong, fruit and sweet spice 
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2015

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #24376

Doris Day

Drop Dead Red™  

FLORIBUNDA  ♨  w
(Plant Patent #22571, Var: WEKcharlie) So velvety, 
so intense, this rose is just so jaw-droppingly 
delicious red – especially set against highly 
glossed, deep green leaves that mirror all the eye-
popping action. A stop ‘em dead in their tracks 
red that’s certain to lure you to linger, and it’s that 
red to the very finish of the flower. The classically 
formed double blooms are often borne in clusters. 
A natural for the landscape with plentiful blooms 
that keep right on coming. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Mild, sweet   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2010

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24379

Drop Dead Red™

Earth Angel™
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #26836, Var: KORgeowim) Stunningly 
beautiful, peony-shaped blooms have a creamy-
pink exterior which deepens toward warm pink 
in the center of the petal-rich blossom. Blooms 
are smaller than other members of the Parfuma® 

collection, but the scent is unwaveringly strong; 
lemon with sweet notes of raspberry and fresh 
apple. BOR

Height: 3-5'  Petals: 85-95  Flower Size: 2-3" 
Fragrance: Strong, sweet and fruity   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2014

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24384

Earth Angel™
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Easy Does It™
FLORIBUNDA  w
(Plant Patent #22587, Var: HARpageant) Free-
flowing, swirling shades of mango-orange, peach-
pink, and honey-apricot form blooms that are 
scalloped, ruffled, and classically spiraled. Rounded, 
bushy plants are filled with super glossy green 
leaves that mirror the swirling sunset shades of the 
large, fragrant flower clusters. With proven disease 
resistance, vigor and flower power, you can’t say 
no to this delectable treat that performs so well in a 
wide variety of climates and conditions. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 3½" 
Fragrance: Moderate, fruity 
Hybridizer: Harkness, 2010

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24388

Easy Does It™

Ebb Tide™
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #18850, Var: WEKsmopur) Hybridizer 
Tom Carruth calls the color of this rose “mysterious” 
– and so it is with its tones of deep plum purple 
washed with a haze of sultry smoke. The double 
blooms have an old-fashioned form and a spicy 
clove fragrance so powerful it nearly bowls you 
over. A captivating garden focal point that keeps 
getting better the longer it’s established. BOR

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 26-40  Flower Size: 5" 
Fragrance: Strong, spicy clove 
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2006

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24395

Ebb Tide™

Iceberg

Iceberg
FLORIBUNDA  ♨  w
(Var: KORbin) A slender bud of crystal white opens 
quickly to form huge white blooms that are very 
resistant to rain spotting. Each spray will make a 
fragrant bouquet and they keep covering the big 
billowy plant all season. Virtually thorn-less bushes 
are showered with graceful, light green, shiny 
foliage that is so resistant to disease it can be 
used as a hedge. Voted by the World Federation 
of Rose Societies as one of the world’s top ten 
favorite roses. Very hardy and mildly fragrant. BB

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 20-25
Flower Size: 4-6" 
Fragrance: Mild, honey   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 1958

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24503

Julia Child
FLORIBUNDA  ♨
(Plant Patent #18473 Var: WEKvossutono) Sample 
the yummy, butter-yellow color and licorice 
candy fragrance of the rose that was chosen by 
master chef Julia Child to bear her name. The 
old-fashioned, full flowers of this floribunda will 
complement the plant palette of every garden, 
just as this famous and influential chef spiced 
up America’s kitchens with her French culinary 
cuisine. Completely clean, super-glossy leaves 
almost mirror the warm, sunny flowers that arrive in 
abundance on a medium-low, well-rounded bush. 
A delectable treat for garden and vase. BOR

Height: 3'  Petals: 30-45
Flower Size: 3-4" 
Fragrance: Strong, licorice and spice   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2006

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24525

Julia Child

Fiesta Veranda®
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #34043, Var: KORhesanwes) Get 
ready for a party on your patio with this flashy, 
multicolored creation. Like clusters of party lights, 
the ruffled, cuplike blooms shine brightly in a 
brilliant shade of yellow, variably suffused with 
orange so that no two blooms look alike. Floriferous 
plants keep the celebration going all season long, 
continually popping open new clusters of blooms 
for you to enjoy. Dark green, glossy foliage and a 
rounded, bushy habit create a perfect backdrop 
for this sizzling sensation. Hardy to Zone 5. BOR

Height: 3½-4'  Petals: 12-15
Flower Size: 2¾"
Fragrance: Very slight  
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2022

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea.
Item #24415 

Fiesta Veranda®
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Love Song™
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #24743, Var: WEKstameda) The long-
lasting, lavender blooms of old-fashioned, full and 
ruffled form are produced in abundance, nearly 
hiding the rich green leaves of the rounded plant. 
The bounteous blooms hold their enchanting color 
well, never turning to tones of somber gray. Though 
cooler temperatures may bring out the largest 
flowers, there are still plenty of other reasons to 
bring home this alluring beauty. BB  

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 40-65  Flower Size: 5"   
Fragrance: Mild, citrus   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2013

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #24570

Love Song™

Marc Chagall™
FLORIBUNDA
(PPAF, Var: DELstrirojacre) Though each bloom from 
this Painters Collection™ rose is an individual work 
of art, they harmoniously blend together to create 
a stunning display. The large flowers are various 
shades of pink, splashed and striped with cream, 
and a bit of yellow blending out from the base 
of the petals. Light green foliage has exceptional 
disease resistance and provides a perfect 
background for the exquisite blooms. BB

Height: 2-3'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 3-4"   
Fragrance: Mild, fruit 
Hybridizer: Delbard, 2020

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24575

Marc Chagall™

Life of the Party™
FLORIBUNDA  ♨ 

(Plant Patent #31861, Var: WEKjucistwe, aka: 
Hungtington’s 100th™) This lovely lady is ready to 
get the party started in your garden. Her blooms 
have a powerful perfume that draws people in 
to take a closer look at her old-fashioned flowers 
of soft yellow that finish with a kiss of pink on the 
petal edges. Plus, she has a well-behaved habit 
and vigorous, dark green, glossy leaves that give 
her plenty of energy to generate a nearly endless 
supply of blooms. An impressive rose that everyone 
is sure to want at their party. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 55-65
Flower Size: 3-3½"   
Fragrance: Strong, fruit and citrus  
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2019

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24549

Life of the Party™

Ketchup & Mustard™
FLORIBUNDA  
(Plant Patent #23289, Var: WEKzazette) Who would 
have thought that this classic condiment combo 
would work well on a rose too! The eye-catching 
combination of bright red with a mustard yellow 
reverse is sure to make everyone blink and take 
a second look. Velvety, double blooms hold their 
bold color right to the very end. The floriferous, 
rounded plants filled with extremely glossy green 
foliage bloom in flushes throughout the season 
and are perfect for tucking into landscapes and 
containers as accents or focal points. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 20-28
Flower Size: 3-4"   
Fragrance: Mild
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2012

37.95 ea.  2 for 34.45 ea.  4 for 30.95 ea.
Item #24530  

Koko-Loko™
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #23269, Var: WEKbijou) Milk choco-
late and lavender? You have to see it to believe it! 
It’s hard to imagine a milky chocolate-colored bud 
maturing to a solid soft-lavender blossom. The tran-
sition is so unusual and actually quite beautiful. The 
chocolate is creamy, like latte, but the latte goes 
‘loco’ and finishes fully lavender. The blooms have 
impeccable show form and are long-lasting on the 
plant and in the vase. Rounded, bushy plants are 
chock full of deep green healthy leaves. Beyond its 
novelty, this is a great plant! BB

Height: 3-4’  Petals: 30-35
Flower Size: 3½-4½”  
Fragrance: Mild
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2012

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95
Item #24535

Ketchup & Mustard™

Koko-Loko™

Back
Again!
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Plum Perfect™
FLORIBUNDA  ♨
(Plant Patent #22691,Var: KORvodacom, Exhibition 
Name: Vodacom) Blooms hold their perfect plum 
purple color from start to finish for a gorgeous, long-
lasting display. Bushy, compact plants produce 
abundant clusters of the double, ruffled flowers 
all season long. Dark green, leathery foliage has a 
lovely sheen and is quite disease resistant. Part of 
the Sunbelt® series bred to look great through high 
heat and humidity. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 2½-3'  Petals: 70-80  Flower Size: 2¾" 
Fragrance: Light   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2010

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24613

Plum Perfect™

Queen of Elegance™
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #32810, Var: WEKjucstokol) Old 
World charm with the appeal of modern disease 
resistance – this rose is worthy of royal status. Her 
ovoid buds spiral open to reveal medium pink, 
cupped blooms that beckon you to draw near and 
appreciate her ‘old time’ rose fragrance. Glossy, 
dark green foliage stands up well against diseases 
and the canes hold the long-lasting blooms at just 
the right height for your enjoyment. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 40-90  Flower Size: 3½-4½"   
Fragrance: Strong, rose   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2020

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24639

Queen of Elegance™

Rosie The Riveter™
FLORIBUNDA 
(Plant Patent #31190, Var: WEKzazou) Named 
to honor the hard-working women that kept 
American factories and shipyards productive 
during World War II. Blooms combine old-fashioned 
flower form with beautiful, vibrant coloring – 
orange-gold suffused with pink and accented by 
a golden reverse. Rounded, bushy plants with very 
glossy, dark green foliage tirelessly produce wave 
after wave of blooms all summer long. BB

Height: 3-3½'  Petals: 30-45
Flower Size: 3¼"   
Fragrance: Moderate, fruit and spice   
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2018

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea. 
Item #24644

Rosie The Riveter™

Scentimental ™
FLORIBUNDA
(Var: WEKplapep) Wonderful burgundy red and 
white striped blooms on a clean, vigorous plant 
with shiny, dark green foliage. Those of you who 
prefer the old fashioned type roses will like the 
cup-shaped form of this versatile floribunda. 
An outstanding variety derived from Playboy 
x Peppermint Twist that has it all: unique color, 
disease resistance, hardiness, and wonderful 
fragrance. BB

Height: 4'  Petals: 25-30
Flower Size: 4-6"
Fragrance: Strong  
Hybridizer: Carruth, 1997

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24655 

Scentimental™

Sexy Rexy
FLORIBUNDA  ♨
(Var: MACrexy) This represents one of the great 
milestones in Sam McGredy’s career as an 
innovator of roses. Full, clear pink blooms are borne 
in huge clusters that virtually cover the plant. Tall 
for a floribunda and nearly disease free, it can 
be used as a hedge or shrub where spraying is 
impractical. If you can find it beneath all those 
blooms, the foliage is shiny dark green. Survives 
even the nastiest of winters. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 30-40
Flower Size: 3-5" 
Fragrance: Slight   
Hybridizer: McGredy, 1984

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24658

Sexy Rexy
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Sunsprite
FLORIBUNDA  ♨
(Var:  KORresia) Clusters of nicely formed, deep 
yellow blooms are produced in continuous flushes 
on well-behaved, medium-sized plants. The 
unfading blooms are perfectly set off with heavily 
toothed, dark green, shiny foliage that is among 
the more resistant in its color class. Blessed with a 
sweet fragrance and far hardier than most yellow 
roses. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 3-4" 
Fragrance: Strong, sweet licorice   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 1977

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24673

Sunsprite

Vavoom™
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #20166, Var: WEKjutono) Caution! 
Sunglasses may be required! Long-lived blooms 
of vibrant orange-juice orange are so shockingly 
bright it may be difficult to look directly at them. The 
color glows against the backdrop of glossy, green 
leaves and deep mahogany-red new growth. The 
rounded compact plant can be tucked into small 
spaces and improves once it is established. BB

Height: 3-3½'  Petals: 26-40  Flower Size: 4" 
Fragrance: Moderate, spicy   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2007

34.95 ea.  2 for 31.95 ea.  4 for 28.95 ea. 
Item #24690

Vavoom™

Violet’s Pride™
FLORIBUNDA  
(Plant Patent #29398, Var: WEKwibysicpep) Prepare 
a place of honor for this lovely lady. Elegant buds 
spiral open to reveal gorgeous blooms of lavender-
blue with a bold magenta heart and a strong, spicy 
fragrance where one might expect a bit of sweet. 
The numerous blossom clusters are showcased to 
perfection on bushes with a nice, rounded habit 
and dense foliage that easily resists disease. An 
overall excellent performer! BB

Height: 2-3½'  Petals: 35-45  Flower Size: 3-4"   
Fragrance: Strong, spice and fruit   
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2017

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea. 
Item #24689

Violet’s Pride™

Summer Romance™
FLORIBUNDA  
(Plant Patent #25993, Var: KORtekcho) As part of 
the Parfuma® collection from Kordes, this plant is 
absolutely drenched in the captivating aroma of 
classic rose cut with fresh apple and accented 
by notes of anise and spice. The large, dark pink 
blooms are cupped and quartered giving them 
a full, voluminous look. Vigorous plants are dense 
with lightly glossy foliage. Plant near a patio or 
under the kitchen window to take advantage of 
the intoxicating fragrance. BOR

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 65-75  Flower Size: 3½"   
Fragrance: Strong, fruit and spice   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2013

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24671

Summer Romance™

Sheila’s Perfume
FLORIBUNDA
(Var: HARsherry) Unique, bright yellow blooms with 
bright red edges and wonderful form come on 
mostly singly, especially early in the season. We find 
it displays more like a hybrid tea, but it is registered 
as a floribunda. Fragrance is divine, it is completely 
covered in glossy, disease resistant, dark green 
foliage and it’s quite hardy. You will love it! BB

Height: 4'  Petals: 20-25  Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Strong, sweet  
Hybridizer: Sheridan, 1985

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24661

Sheila’s Perfume

Silver Lining™
FLORIBUNDA
(Plant Patent #34233, Var: WEKcrypeplos) Lighter 
in color than Love Song, silvery, lavender buds 
appear in clusters and spiral open to reveal a 
full, classic form that is sure to please. Glossy 
green foliage provides the perfect foil for these 
bounteous beauties and good disease resistance 
keeps the leaves looking great all season. BB 

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 35-50  Flower Size: 3½-4½"   
Fragrance: Mild, tea 
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2021

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24667

Silver Lining™
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Coral Knock Out®
SHRUB  ♨ 
(Plant Patent #19803, Var: RADral, aka: Carefree 
Celebration™) The cup-like, double blooms 
capture brilliant hues of orange, orange-red, and 
peach, with the color most intense in hot, humid 
climates. This large shrub rose filled with healthy, 
medium green, matte foliage will treat you to 
steady flushes of blooms from late spring through 
fall. Hardy through Zone 5. BOR

Height: 4½'  Petals: 15-18  Flower Size: 2-2½"   
Fragrance: Slight  Hybridizer: Radler, 2007

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24825

Coral Knock Out®

Belinda’s Dream
SHRUB  ♨
If you’re looking for an easy-care, no-spray rose, 
you won’t go wrong planting Belinda’s Dream. This 
pretty-in-pink shrub is nearly immune to black spot 
and has excellent resistance to other rose diseases 
and pests as well. The very double, nicely formed 
blooms are a rich pink color that holds well in sun 
and heat. Glossy, dark green foliage fills the bushy 
plant, providing a rich backdrop for the steady 
flushes of flowers. Voted Best Established Rose at 
the 2013 Biltmore International Rose Trial. BOR

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 45-100  Flower Size: 4-5"  
Fragrance: Moderate, fruity   
Hybridizer: Basye, 1988

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24316

Belinda’s Dream

Alfred Sisley™
SHRUB  ♨
(PPAF, Var: DELstrijor) With each blossom a 
unique work of art, this rose is certain to leave an 
impression on visitors to your garden. Named after 
the impressionist painter Alfred Sisley and part 
of the Painters Collection™. Gorgeous blooms 
are orange-pink with cream stripes and a yellow 
reverse, presenting a kaleidoscope of colors on 
one bush. Compact, bushy plants have abundant, 
dark green, glossy foliage and produce a profusion 
of blooms throughout the season. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 25-35  Flower Size: 3-4"   
Fragrance: Light, apple and pepper   
Hybridizer: Delbard, 2004

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #24802

Alfred Sisley™

Blanc Double de Coubert
ANTIQUE RUGOSA  ♨  w
More than 100 years after its introduction in 1892, 
this rugosa is still treasured in gardens everywhere. 
It continuously produces pure white, semi-
double flowers almost all season without a break. 
Renowned for its intense fragrance. Displays red 
hips in the fall that are both decorative and useful 
for vitamin C rich tea, jam and jelly. The plants are 
tough, vigorous, naturally disease-resistant, and 
hardy through Zone 3. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 25-30  Flower Size: 3"   
Fragrance: Strong, rose and licorice
Hybridizer: Cochet-Cochet, 1892

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #24810

Blanc Double de Coubert

Corona® Garden Tools
Made to last season

after season.

 Treat yourself to one of these quality hand  
 tools. Made with longevity in mind, these  
 expertly crafted tools will keep even the most  
 stubborn rose canes in check, year after year.

DualLINK™ ComfortGEL® Bypass Pruner
The non-stick blade has a ¾" cutting 
capacity with a compound lever 
providing added power while reducing 
cutting effort. ComfortGEL® grips offer 
superior comfort while reducing hand 
fatigue. Full steel chassis. Coated, high 
carbon steel blade.
29.95 ea. - Item #56486

Stainless Steel Snip
Straight, 1¾" long pointed blades 
are ideal for precision cuts in tight 
spaces. Corrosion-resistant, stainless 
steel blades prevent rusting, are easy 
to clean, and reduce germ build-up.
18.95 ea. - Item #56484

Cathedral Bells™
SHRUB
(PPAF, Var: DELamo, aka: Sister Emmanuelle) 
Appearing in clusters, bubblegum pink buds slowly 
open to reveal layer upon layer of lilac pink petals, 
creating blooms with a wonderful, old-fashioned 
form. The floriferous shrubs have rich green, disease 
resistant foliage and arching canes that can be 
trained along a fence or up a small trellis in a 
container. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 40+  Flower Size: 3½" 
Fragrance: Strong, anise and lavender  
Hybridizer: Delbard, 2022

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea
Item #24836

Cathedral Bells™
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Double Knock Out®
SHRUB  ♨  w
(Plant Patent #16202, Var: RADtko) The next 
generation in the Knock Out family featuring full, 
double, cherry-red flowers with classic rose form. 
Just as resistant to black spot as the original Knock 
Out and has the same continuous bloom cycle, 
with slightly better winter hardiness. Resists many 
insect pests as well. Plants have attractive purplish-
green foliage. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 18-25  Flower Size: 1½"   
Fragrance: Mild  
Hybridizer: Radler,  2005 

26.95 ea.  2 for 24.45 ea.  4 for 21.95 ea.  
Item #24880

Double Knock Out® Hansa
ANTIQUE RUGOSA  ♨  w
This splendid stalwart of rosedom has been 
gracing landscapes since its introduction in 1905. 
Throughout the summer it offers a repeated display 
of reddish-violet, double flowers that perfume the 
air with their spicy clove fragrance. Large, bright 
red rose hips follow in fall when the rugose-type, 
dark green foliage takes on orange hues. Rarely 
bothered by insects or disease. Plants fill in nicely 
for screening. Hardy in Zone 3. BOR

Height: 4-6'  Petals: 20-30  Flower Size: 3-4" 
Fragrance: Intense, clove  
Hybridizer: Schaum & Van Tol, 1905

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #24925

Hansa

Icecap™
SHRUB 

(Plant Patent #26790, Var: MEIradena) Icecap 
sparkles like a dusting of freshly fallen snow in the 
landscape, giving it a soft-spoken elegance. Its 
clear, pure white blossoms are produced in dense 
masses throughout the season and cover the 
mounding shrub like a blanket. The unsurpassed 
resistance and complete tolerance of most 
common rose diseases makes this shrub one of the 
most reliable among its peers. Zone 4 hardy. BOR

Height: 2½-3½'  Petals: 17-25  Flower Size: 1½"   
Fragrance: Very slight   
Hybridizer: Meilland®, Radler, 2015 

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24947

Icecap™

In Your Eyes™
SHRUB
(PPAF, Var: WEKfybomeba) This is one rose you 
have to see to believe. The single, ruffled blooms 
begin yellow with a burgundy-red eye and age 
to lavender pink with a deep-purple eye. The 
rounded, bushy plants have glossy green foliage 
that seems to shrug off most diseases and they are 
almost continually in bloom providing a fantastic 
color show. Great for attracting bees to your yard 
– they seem to love the sweet fragrance and the 
easy access to pollen. BOR

Height: 6-8'  Petals: 4-8  Flower Size: 1½-2½" 
Fragrance: Moderate, fruit and spice  
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2020

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #24949

In Your Eyes™

Frau Dagmar Hastrup
ANTIQUE RUGOSA  ♨  w
(Frau Dagmar Hartopp, Fru Dagmar Hastrup) 
Renowned internationally as being wonderfully 
hardy, dwarf, and a perpetual bloomer. Its 
shimmering, light pink, single blooms have a 
delicate appearance, but are heavy with 
fragrance. The rich green, deeply veined, rugose 
foliage presents spectacular bronze color in fall 
that highlights the generous scarlet-red rose hips. 
This rose waves off rose maladies with ease. Zone 
3 hardy. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 4-8  Flower Size: 3-4"   
Fragrance: Strong  Hybridizer: Hastrup, 1914

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24897

Frau Dagmar Hastrup

Distant Drums
SHRUB/FLORIBUNDA
The hardy, vigorous shrub, nicely clothed in dark 
green, disease resistant foliage, can take the 
weather wherever you live and produce an 
outstanding floral display. Blooms are an unusual, 
difficult-to-describe color; bronzy centers with 
outer orchid pink petals that shade to lavender 
at the edges. Each stem of Distant Drums holds its 
own bouquet of big, ruffled flowers. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 35-40  Flower Size: 3-4"   
Fragrance: Moderate, myrrh   
Hybridizer: Buck, 1985

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea.
Item #24871

Distant Drums
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Midnight Blue™
SHRUB
(Plant Patent #16623, Var: WEKfabpur)  Velvety, 
deep purple blooms in clusters of 5 or more cover 
this charming, compact shrub rose. The demure, 
cupped flowers have an old fashioned form and 
a strong, spicy clove fragrance. Cluster several of 
the low, rounded bushes near a patio where you 
can admire the unusual colors and appreciate 
the wonderful scent. It will also adorn your favorite 
containers with a fabulous display right on the 
patio. Highly disease resistant. BB

Height: 2-3'  Petals: 17-25  Flower Size: 3-5" 
Fragrance: Strong, clove   
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2004

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea.
Item #25018

Midnight Blue™

Moonlight in Paris™
SHRUB
(PPAF, Var: DELanac, Exhibition Name: Garden 
and Home) Soft whispers of color combined with 
enticing fragrance...what could be more romantic 
than Moonlight in Paris? Large blossoms appear in 
flushes throughout the season and are a delicate 
blend of light apricot and pink, centered with a 
golden heart. The rich, glossy green foliage offers 
excellent disease resistance. BB

Height: 3-4'  Petals: 26-40  Flower Size: 5" 
Fragrance: Moderate, fruit and spice   
Hybridizer: Delbard, 2011

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #25029

Moonlight in Paris™

Music Box
SHRUB  w
(Var: BAIbox) Let this rose play its music in your 
garden and you certainly won’t be disappointed. 
Gorgeous, fully double blooms have buttery 
yellow centers with brushed accents of soft pink 
on the petal edges giving them a hand-painted 
appearance. Disease resistant plants filled with 
green, glossy foliage produce harmonious clusters 
of blooms throughout the season for an ever-
changing color display. Easy-care and hardy, this 
rose is sure to blend into any landscape or garden. 
Hardy through Zone 4. BOR

Height: 3'  Petals: 30-35  Flower Size: 2"  
Fragrance: Moderate, sweet   
Hybridizer: Lim, 2012

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea.
Item #25045

Music Box

Scentuous™
SHRUB
(PPAF, Var: TAN97281, aka: Gartenträume) An 
English-style rose with a powerful, tantalizing 
fragrance that’s tough to beat. Scentuous 
produces an abundance of light-pink blooms that 
have a cupped and quartered form that beckons 
you to bury your nose amid the luscious layers. 
Bushy plants have rich green foliage and bear their 
blooms in clusters throughout the season. BB

Height: 4-5'  Petals: 35-45  Flower Size: 3-3½"   
Fragrance: Strong, clove, damask and honey   
Hybridizer: Evers, 2020

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #25141

Scentuous™

The Fairy
POLYANTHA  ♨
Introduced in 1932, cascading sprays of dainty, 
clear pink, double flowers are produced 
continuously from spring until frost, weighting the 
branches so they arch gracefully to cover the 
rounded bush from top to bottom. Glossy green 
leaves are naturally disease resistant. Hardy 
through Zone 4. BOR

Height: 2-3'  Petals: 20-25  Flower Size: 1-1½" 
Fragrance: Mild, apple   
Hybridizer: Bentall, 1932

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #25173

The FairyRaspberry Kiss™
SHRUB 

(Plant Patent #24805, Var: CHEwsumsigns, Exhibition 
Name: Eyes on Me) This dark eyed beauty boasts 
such superior disease resistance that it sets a new 
standard in the rose world. The attractive pink blooms 
have gently ruffled petals that show off their raspber-
ry-red eye and golden yellow stamens to absolute 
perfection. Slightly spreading bushes are filled with 
glossy, dark green foliage and rebloom in flushes all 
season long for a colorful show. BOR

Height:  3-3½'  Petals: 4-8  Flower Size: 2½"
Fragrance: Light, spicy
Hybridizer: Warner, 2014

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #25106

Raspberry Kiss™
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Groundcover Roses

Fire Meidiland®
GROUNDCOVER  ♨
(Var: MEIpsidue) Set your landscape on fire with this ground-hugging, weed-
smothering rose. Plants produce numerous clusters of double, cupped, dark red 
blooms throughout the season. Medium green, dense foliage fills the spreading 
shrubs that are perfect for erosion control on slopes and banks. Zone 5 hardy, 
vigorous and extremely disease resistant, it‘s one of the most popular landscape 
roses on the West Coast. BOR

Height: 2'  Width: 3-4'  Petals: 17-25  Flower Size: 2-3" 
Fragrance: None  Hybridizer: Meilland®, 1998

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24890

Fire Meidiland®

Peach Drift®
GROUNDCOVER  w
(Plant Patent #18542, Var: MEIggili) Double blooms of soft peach blanket this 
low-growing rose in spring and continue throughout the season. Full, spreading 
plants are resistant to rust, powdery mildew, and black spot. Ideally suited for 
small gardens or along paths and walkways. Glossy, dark green foliage stays 
clean and attractive. Zone 4 hardy. BOR

Height: less than 18"  Width: less than 3'  Petals: 15-35  Flower Size: ¾-1½"  
Fragrance: Slight  Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2006

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #25067

Peach Drift®

Playful Happy Trails™
GROUNDCOVER
(PPAF, Var: WEKrahatjacor) Sporting the deepest colors in the series yet, this 
little cutie has a true groundcover form that hugs the ground yet vigorously 
spreads. The small, single, yellow blossoms have a broad, red, picotee edge 
and flush completely red right before they drop cleanly off the plant. Blooms 
in clusters with good repeat throughout the season. BOR

Height: 8-10"  Width: 2½-3'  Petals: 5-7  Flower Size: 1"   
Fragrance: Light, tea  Hybridizer: Carruth, 2021

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #25081

Playful Happy Trails™

Popcorn Drift®
GROUNDCOVER  w
(Plant Patent #24773, Var: NOVarospop) Like a buttery mound of fresh 
popcorn this rose is a delicious treat! Blossoms are yellow maturing to light 
cream and sometimes exhibit a slight pink tinge. Dark green, disease resistant 
foliage nicely rounds out the plants. Great for areas where you can enjoy the 
seemingly nonstop blooms. Zone 4 hardy. BOR

Height: less than 18"  Width: less than 3'  Petals: 15-35  Flower Size: ¾-1½"  
Fragrance: Slight  Hybridizer: Novaflora, 2012

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #25080

Popcorn Drift®
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Groundcover Roses

Rainbow Happy Trails™
GROUNDCOVER
(Plant Patent #28655, Var: WEKsurdicla) Clusters of glistening yellow blossoms 
edged with pink make a real impact in the landscape. This plant is a true 
groundcover, spreading and establishing itself with ease to create a happy 
trail of rainbow-colored roses. It’s a blooming machine that will pump out 
gorgeous 2 inch blossoms all season long. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 12-18"  Width: 3-4'  Petals: 20-30  Flower Size: 2-2½"   
Fragrance: Mild, tea and fruit  Hybridizer: Carruth, 2016

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #25103

Rainbow Happy Trails™

Sunshine Happy Trails™
GROUNDCOVER
(Plant Patent #27864, Var: WEKsusacofloc) Bright, buttery gold blossoms 
appear in clusters throughout the season and hold their color well. This low-
growing groundcover creates golden trails of 3 inch blossoms and provides a 
subtle fruity fragrance. Sunshine Happy Trails is sure to bring a note of warmth 
to your landscape and will provide a happy welcoming nod to anyone that 
visits. BOR

Height: 12-18"  Width: 4-5'  Petals: 15-20  Flower Size: 3"   
Fragrance: Moderate, fruity  Hybridizer: Bédard, 2016

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #25159

Sunshine Happy Trails™

Sweet Drift®
GROUNDCOVER
(Plant Patent #21612, Var: MEIswetdom) Drifts of pale pink posies can be yours 
with this easy to grow rose. A true groundcover, low-growing plants bloom 
continuously throughout the season, presenting their petite blooms against 
a backdrop of glossy, dark green foliage. Exhibits superior resistance against 
common rose ailments. Zone 4 hardy. BOR

Height: 1½'  Width: 2½'  Petals: 30-35  Flower Size: ¾" 
Fragrance: None  Hybridizer:  Meilland®, 2009

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #25158

Sweet Drift®

White Meidiland®

White Meidiland®
GROUNDCOVER  ♨
(Var: MEIcoublan) Non-stop, snow-white, double blooms cover these low, 
spreading plants from late spring almost until the snow flies. Glossy, dark green, 
leathery foliage stays amazingly clean and disease-free. With a spread of up 
to 6 feet, it’s a smart choice for banks, rocky areas and erosion control where 
it’s eye-catching on its own or makes a sizzling combination interplanted with 
Fire Meidiland. Zone 4 hardy. BOR

Height: 2'  Width: 6'  Petals: 17-25  Flower Size: 1½-2"  
Fragrance: None  Hybridizer: Meilland®=, 1987

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #25210
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Climbing Roses

America
CLIMBER  ♨
(Var: JACclam) This bold beauty is not only 
extremely floriferous, but is also fast-growing and 
quite vigorous. The enormous, heavily-petaled, 
coral-pink blossoms of this popular climber perfume 
the air with an intoxicating, spicy scent. This plant is 
a treat for all the senses and will be a welcomed 
addition to any home garden or landscape. 
Blooms on old and new wood. Hardy to Zone 4. BB

Height: 10-12'  Petals: 40-45  Flower Size: 3½" 
Fragrance: Strong, spicy   
Hybridizer:  Warriner, 1976

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #25307

America

Don Juan
CLIMBER  ♨
The dark, velvety red, richly fragrant flowers of Don 
Juan have seduced gardeners and rosarians for 
more than half a century. It’s quite disease tolerant 
with dark green, glossy foliage and long, sturdy 
canes. Though it sometimes gets a bit of black 
spot, the number and beauty of the blooms makes 
up for any spraying you might have to do. Blooms 
on old and new wood. BB

Height: 12-14'  Petals: 30-35  Flower Size: 4-5" 
Fragrance: Strong, rose   
Hybridizer: Malandrone, 1958

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #25406

Don Juan

Eden®
CLIMBER
(Var: MEIviolin, aka: Pierre de Ronsard) Voted the 
World’s Best Rose in 2006 by the World Federation of 
Rose Societies. The pink and cream blended color 
of the abundant, English-style, full-formed blooms 
displayed against dark green, glossy foliage has 
attracted gardeners world-wide. Winter hardy 
and disease resistant plants are sometimes slow to 
establish, but will reward the patient gardener with 
an abundance of repeat blooms. Zone 5 hardy. 
BOR

Height: 6-12'  Petals: 40-60  Flower Size: 4-5"    
Fragrance: Slight  
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 1987

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #25420

Eden®

Florentina™
CLIMBER
(Plant Patent #24196, Var: KORtramelio) This rose 
was chosen for its exceptional vigor, non-stop 
blooming habit, and blossoms that won’t wilt in the 
heat. It puts out flush after flush of gorgeous, ruby 
red blooms all season long. Exceptional disease 
resistance and award-winning as well. Train this 
member of the Arborose® collection to climb a 
fence or trellis and make sure the dramatic flowers 
are in an area that can be enjoyed by all. Zone 5 
hardy. BOR

Height: 7-9'  Petals: 60-70  Flower Size: 3½" 
Fragrance: Moderate   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2012

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #25432

Florentina™

Golden Opportunity™

Golden Opportunity™
CLIMBER
(Plant Patent #33541, Var: WEKausujucton) With 
Autumn Sunset and Julia Child in its parentage, 
you know to expect great things from this beauty. 
Blooming in flushes throughout the season, pointed, 
ovoid buds spiral open to reveal gorgeous golden 
yellow blooms that shine like beacons against a 
backdrop of glossy, deep green leaves. Bred with 
good disease resistance, you won’t regret giving 
this rose a chance to show off in your garden. BB

Height: 10-12'  Petals: 35-45
Flower Size: 3½-4"   
Fragrance: Moderate, fruit and tea  
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2021

36.95 ea.  2 for 33.45 ea.  4 for 29.95 ea.
Item #25444

Honeymoon™
CLIMBER
(Plant Patent #26166, Var: KORhemtra) Elegantly 
cupped and ruffled blossoms are packed with 
creamy-white petals that are blushed with pale 
pink. As part of the Arborose® collection, you 
can expect exceptional resistance against black 
spot, powdery mildew, and other common rose 
diseases. Flexible canes are easily trained on any 
sturdy structure. Convey the promise of romance 
by giving this plant as a wedding gift, or using it to 
commemorate your own. BOR

Height: 7-9'  Petals: 40-50  Flower Size: 2½-3" 
Fragrance: Light   
Hybridizer: Kordes, 2013

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea. 
Item #25466

Honeymoon™

Back
Again!
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Climbing Roses

Joseph’s Coat
CLIMBER  ♨
Among the most popular climbing roses, Joseph’s 
Coat presents a continuous kaleidoscope of 
colorful blooms throughout the season. Apple 
green, glossy foliage softens the bold statement 
made by the clusters of large, showy flowers 
in blends of yellow, red, orange, and carmine. 
Though not hardy or very fragrant, the vigorous 
habit and remarkable show of color more than 
compensate. Beware – this rose is well armed with 
thorns. Prune lightly until established, about 2 years. 
Blooms on old and new wood. BB

Height: 10-12'  Petals: 23-28  Flower Size: 4" 
Fragrance: Light, tea   
Hybridizer: Swim & Armstrong, 1964

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #25503

Joseph’s Coat

Kiss Me Kate™
CLIMBER
(Plant Patent #30810, Var: KORnagelio) Though 
shorter in stature, this exquisitely scented rose is part 
of the Arborose® collection. Blush pink, cupped 
and quartered blooms emit a complex fragrance 
of lemon peel and fresh green apple with 
underlying notes of myrrh. Bred with the resistance 
Kordes is known for, the dark green foliage is almost 
completely impervious to mildew and black spot. 
Decorated with multiple awards in international 
rose trials. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 6-7'  Petals: 40-60  Flower Size: 3-4" 
Fragrance: Strong, citrus and fruit   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2016

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #25506

Kiss Me Kate™

Lady in Red™
CLIMBER  

(Plant Patent #30055, Var: WEKvaldaom) Exquisite, 
deep red, English style blossoms cover this spirited 
climber from the top to the bottom. The refined 
nature of this plant allows it to grow effortlessly 
on a fence or trellis and it works well as a screen 
or backdrop in the perennial garden. Be sure 
to plant this rose in a prominent location so the 
ravishing red blooms can be admired from all 
directions. BB

Height: 8-10'  Petals: 35-50  Flower Size: 3½-4½" 
Fragrance: Light, tea   
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2018

33.95 ea.  2 for 30.95 ea.  4 for 27.95 ea. 
Item #25513

Lady in Red™

Laguna™ 

CLIMBER
(Plant Patent #16936, Var: KORadigel) If the vibrant 
color of the blooms doesn’t grab your attention, 
then the fragrance of this vigorous climber surely 
will. Deep, magenta-pink blooms have a lovely 
old-fashioned, double form and appear in clusters 
of 6 to 8 from spring until frost. Dense, glossy, dark 
green foliage covers the bushy, upright plant and 
disguises its prickly nature. Boasts a high level of dis-
ease resistance. Zone 5 hardy. BOR. 

Height: 8-9'  Petals: 45-55  Flower Size: 3-4"  
Fragrance: Very strong, fruity   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2004

30.95 ea.   2 for 27.95 ea.   4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #25515

Laguna™

New Dawn
CLIMBER  ♨  w
This lovely rose is one of the best repeat-blooming, 
large-flowered climbing roses. Its sprays of pearl 
pink, fragrant blossoms are produced with 
abandon beginning in late spring followed by 
respectable repeat bloom throughout the summer. 
Has a high degree of disease resistance. Blooms on 
old and new wood. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 10-20'  Petals: 35-40  Flower Size: 3" 
Fragrance: Moderate, sweet rose   
Hybridizer: Dreer, 1930

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea.
Item #25553

New Dawn

Pearly Gates™
CLIMBER
(Var. WEKmeyer) With pastel pink flowers coming 
on in clusters of large, fully double blooms, this sport 
of America is a welcome addition to this class. With 
the strong clove spice and old rose scent, you’ll 
think you are in heaven when you sniff the flowers. 
Blooms on new and old wood and will bloom the 
first season. One that is sturdy enough for cutting. 
BB

Height: 8-12'  Petals: 26-40  Flower Size: 4-5"   
Fragrance: Strong, spice  
Hybridizer: Meyer, 1999

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #25570

Pearly Gates™
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Climbing Roses

Quick Silver™
CLIMBER  

(Plant Patent #27893, Var: KORpucoblu) Imagine a 
fence, pillar, or arbor displaying these lovely lavender 
beauties. You can easily create that vision in your yard 
with this Arborose® climber that stays quite compact 
for its type and very disease free. Expect abundant 
clusters of double blooms and healthy, dark green 
foliage to cover the bendable canes all season long. 
Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 7'  Petals: 40-50  Flower Size: 3-3½" 
Fragrance: Light
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2016

30.95 ea.  2 for 27.95 ea.  4 for 25.45 ea.
Item #25583

Westerland
CLIMBER
(Var: KORwest)  This hardy climber is by far one 
of the nicest to come along. It has a warm, rich 
apricot-orange color and a lovely perfume. It 
blooms the first season on both new and old wood. 
It is the only rose in this color class that will survive 
the temperature extremes of the colder parts of 
this country. This one takes the cold and comes 
back for more. Glossy, disease resistant foliage. 
Hardy to Zone 5. BB

Height: 10-12'  Petals: 18-25  Flower Size: 4-5"  
Fragrance: Strong, spicy   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 1970

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #25670

Westerland

Tangerine Skies™
CLIMBER  

(Plant Patent #30588, Var: KORtangenu) Dazzling 
color, perfect hybrid tea shaped blooms, fantastic 
fragrance, and disease resistant foliage – this climber 
has it all. Strong, upright canes produce an early flush 
of the large, tangerine orange flowers with good 
rebloom occurring through the season. Iron-clad, 
Kordes disease resistance guarantees that this plant 
will look great even when it’s not in bloom. Part of the 
Arborose® collection. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 8'  Petals: 25-35  Flower Size: 4"  
Fragrance: Strong, sweet   
Hybridizer: Kordes®, 2017

29.95 ea.  2 for 27.45 ea.  4 for 24.95 ea.
Item #25643

Tangerine Skies™

Quick Silver™

William Baffin

William Baffin
PILLAR/CLIMBER  w
(Hybrid Kordesii) One of the most popular roses for 
northern climates. It can be kept right on an arbor 
or trellis without winter protection. The vigorous, 
free-flowering plants bear a profuse display of 
deep pink, semi-double flowers in clusters of up 
to 30 blossoms. Steady repeat keeps the plant 
clothed in blooms nearly all season. Glossy foliage 
is resistant to mildew and black spot, keeping the 
plant clean and attractive. Hardy to Zone 3. BOR

Height: 8-10'  Petals: 20-30  Flower Size: 2-3"   
Fragrance: Slight  
Hybridizer: Svejda, 1983

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea.
Item #25677

Zéphirine Drouhin  
ANTIQUE CLIMBING BOURBON  ♨  w
The non-fading, cerise pink, old-fashioned blooms of 
this rose have exquisite fragrance. One of the few 
roses that blooms well in open shade, it can tolerate 
poor soil and air pollution better than most roses and 
best of all, the canes are nearly thornless, making 
them easy to train. Light green, semi-glossy foliage 
densely lines the stems. Blooming abundantly in late 
spring, some repeat can be expected, more so in 
mild climates. Zone 5 hardy. BOR

Height: 10-15'  Petals: 20-30  Flower Size: 3-4"
Fragrance: Strong, raspberry  
Hybridizer: Bizot, 1868

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.  4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #25690

Zéphirine Drouhin

Pretty In Pink Eden®
CLIMBER  

(Plant Patent #20953, Var: Margaret Mae) This 
resilient climber holds many of the same wonderful 
qualities as Eden, with some definite improvements. 
The petal count has been increased and the 
fragrance intensified, while the disease resistance 
and vigor has been maintained. The deep pink 
color adds to the unique qualities of this repeat 
bloomer. Zone 5 hardy. BOR 

Height: 10-12'  Petals: 70-80  Flower Size: 3-3½" 
Fragrance: Moderate, floral vintage rose  
Hybridizer: Tomerlin, 2015

28.95 ea.  2 for 26.45 ea.  4 for 23.95 ea.
Item #25579

Pretty In Pink Eden®
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Miniature Roses

Gourmet Popcorn
SHRUBLET
(Var: WEOpop) Pure white, full buds in 
large, cascading clusters pop open 
to reveal yellow centers. Gourmet 
Popcorn continues to earn rave 
reviews as a winner in every way. 
Very hardy. BOR

Height: 18-24"  Petals: 15-20  
Flower Size: 1-2"   
Fragrance: Slight  
Hybridizer: Desamero, 1988

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.
4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24738

Cutie Pie™
MINIATURE
(PPAF, Var: WEKruruwel) The high-
centered buds are yellow with a pink 
overlay and unfurl to reveal blooms 
of peachy-yellow, blushed with light 
pink that becomes darker toward the 
petal edges. Great for cutting. BOR 

Height: 12-18"  Petals: 25-30
Flower Size: 2½-3"   
Fragrance: Slight, fruity 
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2016
27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  
4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #24716Cutie Pie™

Gourmet Popcorn

Diamond Eyes™
MINIATURE
(Plant Patent #26202, Var: 
WEKwibypur) Mysterious color in a 
novel shade and a perfume that you 
just can't miss. A sparkling white eye 
lights up the center of each dark, 
blackish-purple, double bloom. BOR

Height: 14-18"  Petals: 18-22
Flower Size: 1-1½"   
Fragrance: Strong, clove & spice
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2013
31.95 ea.  2 for 28.95 ea.  
4 for 25.95 ea.
Item #24724

Midnight Fire™
MINIATURE
(PPAF, Var: WEKboulette) Orange, 
double blooms are overlaid with 
smoky purple, giving them a color 
that is quite unique. The bushy plants 
rebloom fiercely throughout the 
season. BOR

Height: 12-20"  Petals: 40-70  
Flower Size: 1½-2" 
Fragrance: Slight, tea 
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2021

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  
4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #24762

Coffee Bean™
MINIATURE
(Plant Patent #20345, Var: 
WEKdoudou) Blossoms of smoky, red-
orange inside and shiny, rusty-orange 
on the outside. Vigorous plants pop 
out bloom after bloom against glossy 
green leaves. BOR

Height: 12-16"  Petals: 12-20  
Flower Size: 2-3"   
Fragrance: Mild, tea  
Hybridizer: Bédard, 2008
27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  
4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #24712Coffee Bean™

Rainbow’s End™
MINIATURE  ♨  w
(VAR: SAValife) Gold glistens on this 
gorgeous, golden yellow reward for 
rose lovers and leprechauns who 
seek it. It bears flowers with ideal form 
and the tips of the petals are edged 
in a crimson blush. BOR

Height: 12-18"  Petals: 30-35  
Flower Size: 1-2"   
Fragrance: Mild   
Hybridizer: Saville, 1986

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.
4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24776

Petite Knock Out®
MINIATURE  
(Plant Patent #30811, U.S. Patent 
#1125292, Var: MEIbenbino) Perfect 
for tucking in containers and the 
front of flower borders. Blooms almost 
continuously, producing petite, 
classic red roses. Zone 4 hardy. BOR

Height: 1-1½'  Petals: 10-15  
Flower Size: 1-1½"   
Fragrance: Slight  
Hybridizer: Meilland®, 2021

25.95 ea.  2 for 23.45 ea.
4 for 21.45 ea.
Item #24771Petite Knock Out®

Ruby Ruby™
MINIATURE
(Plant Patent #15066, Var: 
WEKsactrumi) Bears big clusters of 
ruby-red blooms throughout the 
growing season and they hold their 
color to the very finish. Glossy, dark 
green leaves stay fresh and disease-
free. BOR

Height: 12-18"  Petals: 26-40
Flower Size: 1-2"   
Fragrance: Light
Hybridizer: Carruth, 2004

27.95 ea.  2 for 25.45 ea.  
4 for 22.95 ea.
Item #24781

Diamond Eyes™

Midnight Fire ™

Rainbow’s End™

Ruby Ruby™
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36" Tree Roses
We are offering 16 varieties of tree roses this season, some of the best varieties that will grow well on standards. Tree roses may be shipped separately from 
your regular rose order as they require special packing. Please specify which variety and the tree item number. Remember tree roses are more susceptible to 
damage during cold weather so they do need some sort of winter protection. Complete growing instructions are included with each order. Our tree roses are 
shipped bareroot with a wooden stake and sheet of burlap for protection when planted. All are husky 2 year-old plants budded on hardy Dr. Huey rootstock. 
Four grafts ensures big, well-balanced, symmetrical heads. BB

69.95 ea.   mix & match – any 2 for 63.95 ea.   mix & match – any 4 for 57.95 ea.

Memorial Day™
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 17
Item #25920

Pretty Lady Rose™
36" TREE ROSE
PLANT PATENT #28719
Item #25934

Iceberg
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 29
Item #25905

Neil Diamond
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 18
Item #25909

Tropicana
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 26
Item #25971

Julia Child
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 29
Item #25912

Pope John Paul ll
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 21
Item #25933

Pop Art™
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 3
Item #25922

California Dreamin’ ™
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 7
Item #25815

Just Joey
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 14
Item #25903

Double Delight
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 10
Item #25840

Ketchup & Mustard™
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 30
Item #25913

EbbTide™
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 29
Item #25855

Firefighter®
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 11
Item #25865

Fragrant Plum
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 12
Item #25874

Life of the Party™
36" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 30
Item #25908

24" Tree Rose (at maturity)
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Twofer™ 36" Tree Roses

24" Patio Tree Roses

Full Sail & New Zealand
TWOFER™ 36" TREE ROSE
Item #25997

Julia Child & Ebb Tide™
TWOFER™ 36" TREE ROSE
Item #25993

Moonstone™ & Olympiad
TWOFER™ 36" TREE ROSE
Item #25996

Iceberg & Burgundy Iceberg
TWOFER™ 36" TREE ROSE
Item #25992

Livin' Easy™ & Easy Going™
TWOFER™ 36" TREE ROSE
Item #25994

Looking for a unique rose tree to use as a focal 
point in your garden? Look no further than our 
36" Twofer™ Tree Roses. Rather than bud a 
single variety to the head, a combination of two 
contrasting varieties are grafted together. The result 
is a mixed bouquet on a single tree! The pairings 
are selected so that the different varieties are 
perfectly balanced in flower size, floriferousness, 
foliage, and habit. BB
77.95 ea.   mix & match – any 2 for 70.95 ea.   
mix & match – any 4 for 63.95 ea.

Every bit as lovely as our 36" tree roses (see opposite page), just in a slightly smaller size that is perfect for walkways, borders, and table-top containers. BB
52.95 ea.   mix & match – any 2 for 47.95 ea.   mix & match – any 4 for 42.95 ea.

Iceberg & Brilliant Pink Iceberg
NOT AVAILABLE FOR 2023.

Plant Patent #16198

Angel Face
24" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 27
Item #25802

Bolero ™
24" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 27
Item #25812

Queen of Elegance™
24" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 31
Item #25904

Scentimental™
24" TREE ROSE
DESCRIPTION ON PG. 31
Item #25946

Jump for Joy™
24" TREE ROSE
PLANT PATENT #26819
Item #25910

Back
Again!



Garden Supplies

Bonide® Captain Jack’s Deadbug Brew®

For organic gardeners.
This brew contains spinosad, a product first isolated from a 
naturally occurring soil-dwelling bacterium. Kills bagworms, 
borers, beetles (including Japanese beetles), caterpillars, 
codling moths, gypsy moths, loopers, leaf miners, spider mites, 
thrips, and more. Safe to use on roses and other ornamentals 
as well as fruits and vegetables. Mix at recommended rates. 
Cannot ship to: AK, HI
Pint concentrate 25.95 – Item #50050  
Quart concentrate 37.95 – Item #50051

Bonide® Revitalize® Biofungicide
Provides broad-spectrum protection.

Revitalize® provides total plant protection when used 
as both a foliar spray and a drench for soil, where it 
will colonize on root hairs and prevent disease-causing 
bacteria and fungi from establishing. Controls blight, 
molds, rots, spots, and mildews on roses and other 
ornamentals, vegetables, fruits, nuts, lawns, house 
plants, and tropicals, grown inside or outside. Great for 
organic gardening. The active ingredient is a naturally 
occurring strain (D747) of the beneficial bacterium 
Bacillus amyloliquefaciens. Cannot ship to: AK, HI

1 pint concentrate 22.95 – Item #50046
32 oz. ready-to-use 21.95 – Item #50048

Neptune’s Harvest®

Rose & Flowering Formula
All natural fertilizer especially for roses!

This specially formulated fertilizer (2-6-4) was 
created specifically for blooming plants in order 
to increase overall productivity. Formulated with 
hydrolyzed fish, molasses, seaweed, humic acid 
and yucca extract, this fertilizer is an all natural 
alternative that will increase bud count and 
bloom density, aid in the creation of a healthy 
root system and enhance the color and aroma of 
your roses. Unlike commercial chemical products, 
Neptune’s Harvest® Fertilizer contains naturally 
occurring micronutrients that give plants the tools 
they need to perform better and with more vigor. 
This product is available in an easy-to-use formula, 
just mix with water at a rate of 1 ounce per gallon 
and apply every 2-3 weeks. Cannot ship to: AK, HI

Quart concentrate 34.95– Item #51264
Gallon concentrate 79.95 – Item #51265

Synthetic Rose Gloves: 57.95 ea.

Sizes:  (S) Small, (M) Medium, 
(L) Large, and (XL) Extra Large. 

MOSS – Item #53684
RUBY – Item #53685

Safer® Insect Killing Soap
Eliminates insects and mites safely.

This specially prepared pure soap made from fatty 
substances and plant oils can be used indoors and 
outdoors on foliage plants, flowers, shrubs, and trees. 
Controls a wide variety of pests such as aphids, plant 
bugs, mites, leafhoppers, scales, thrips, and others. 
Safe for use around people and pets, and is gentle to 
the environments. Cannot ship to: AK, HI

16 oz. concentrate 19.95 – Item #50424

Moss Ruby

Extra-long Rose Gloves
Extra-long cuffs protect your arms.

No more scratches or thorn cuts when pruning your roses. These rose gloves 
have cuffs that are over 7” long. They are made out of synthetic suede that 
repels even the thorniest roses – yet remains flexible in hot or cold climates. 
Machine washable and available in 4 sizes. Please specify the size desired in 
the order description line – otherwise large will be sent if no size is specified. 
Makes a great gift for your gardening friends. Cannot ship to: AK, HI

Jobe’s® Rose Fertilizer
Spikes  9-12-9

Give your roses the nourishment they crave, 
right where they need it.

This no mess fertilizer promotes healthy growth and 
blooming, enhancing the natural beauty of your 
roses with one, easy application. Jobe’s® Fertilizer 
Spikes work best when applied in early spring when 
new growth is emerging, and they’re ideal for both 
established and newly planted roses. Simply push or 
pound the spike into the ground to feed your roses 
for eight weeks. There’s no mixing, no measuring, 
and best of all, no run-off. Comes in a resealable, 
waterproof pouch. Cannot ship to: AK, HI

10 count bag 11.95 – Item #51235

44           

Monterey® Vegetable & 
Ornamental Weeder

Eliminates weeds before they germinate.
This pre-emergence herbicide controls grasses and 
broadleaf weeds for up to 5 months. Safe to use around 
trees, shrubs, roses, and other ornamentals and even 
on vegetable gardens. 3 ounces mixed in 2 gallons 
of water treats 1,000 square feet. Active ingredient is 
Trifluralin.Cannot ship to: AK, DC, HI, WA

1 pint concentrate 29.95 – Item #50375

John and Bob’s Soil Optimizer
Rejuvenates poor, tired soil.

Avoid lugging cumbersome bags of humus to 
try to repair poor soil. This 100% organic blend of 
concentrated, fully decomposed humus and other 
essential solid additives is simply spread over existing 
lawns or gardens and watered in. It’s completely 
safe with no risk of burning plants or over application. 
Spreading 3 lbs. over 1000 sq. ft. gives the same result 
as working in hundreds of pounds of compost humus. 
Starts improving soil the season it’s applied. 
Cannot ship to: AK, HI

3 lb. bag 28.95 – Item #51106
6 lb. bag 41.95 – Item #51107 

Myke® Tree & Shrub Mycorrhizae
Add at planting time to get your roses 

off to a healthy start.
Reduce transplanting shock, promote better flowering, and reduce the need 
for water with this unique growth enhancer that colonizes on the roots of 
plants. Contains both endomycorrhizae and ectomycorrhiza, delivered in a 
fine granular mix that can be spread on the bottom and sides of the hole at 
planting time. Works in both containers and ground plantings, as long as it 
comes in contact with the roots. A 1.4 Quart contain-
er treats up to 12 plants. Cannot ship to: AK, HI

1.4 dry Quart 24.95 – Item #51256
3.6 dry Quart 39.95 – Item #51257

Back
Again!

Back
Again!
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Garden Supplies
Adolf Horstmann®  ............................ 5

Alfred Sisley™ ................................ 33

All Dressed Up™ .............................. 5

All My Loving™ ................................ 5

America .......................................... 38

Angel Face ............................... 27, 43

Apricot Candy™ .............................. 5

Arizona ............................................. 5

At Last® ............................................ 27

Avant Garde™ ................................. 3

Ball Gown™...................................... 2

Barbra Streisand® ............................ 6

Beautiful Day™ ................................ 6

Belinda’s Dream ............................ 33

Beverly™ ................................... 6, BC

Big Purple ......................................... 6

Black Baccara™ ............................. 6

Black Magic™ ................................. 7

Blanc Double de Coubert ............. 33

Bliss™ ................................................ 7

Bride’s Dream ................................... 7

Bolero™ .................................... 27, 43

Burst of Joy™ .................................. 27

California Dreamin’™ ................ 7, 42

Camille Pissarro™ .......................... 27

Cathedral Bells™ ........................... 33

Celestial Night™ ............................ 28

Centennial Star™ ............................. 7

Ch-Ching!™ ..................................... 8

Chantilly Cream™ .................... 4, BC

Cherry Parfait™ ............................... 8

Chicago Peace ........................ 8, BC

Chrysler Imperial ...................... 8, BC

Coffee Bean™ ............................... 41

Color Magic ..................................... 8

Commonwealth Glory .................... 9

Coral Knock Out® .......................... 33

Crazy Love™ .................................... 9

Cutie Pie™ ...................................... 41

Dainty Bess ....................................... 9

Dark Night™ ..................................... 9

Day Breaker™ ................................ 28

Dee-Lish® ......................................... 9

Diamond Eyes™ ............................ 41

Dick Clark ....................................... 10

Distant Drums ................................. 34

Don Juan ........................................ 38

Doris Day ........................................ 28

Double Delight .................. 10, 42, BC

Double Knock Out® ....................... 34

Dream Come True™ ...................... 10

Drop Dead Red™........................... 28

Easy Does It™ ................................ 29

Earth Angel™ ................................. 28

Ebb Tide™ ................................ 29, 42

Eden® .............................................. 38

Electron ........................................... 10

Elina ................................................ 10

Enchanted Peace™ ............... 11, BC

Eternal Flame™ .............................. 11

Euphoria® ........................................ 11

Falling In Love™............................. 11

Fiesta Veranda® ............................. 29

Fire Meidiland® ............................... 36

Firefighter® ......................... 11, 42, BC

Florentina™ .................................... 38

Folklore ........................................... 12

Forever Amber™ ............................. 4

Forever Yours™ .............................. 12

Fragrant Cloud ........................ 12, BC

Fragrant Plum ........................... 12, 42

Francis Meilland® ........................... 12

Frau Dagmar Hastrup .................... 34

Full Sail ............................................ 13

Full Sail/New Zealand ................... 43

Fun in the Sun™  ...................... 13, BC

Gemini™ ........................................ 13

Gold Medal™ ................................ 13

Golden Opportunity™  .................. 38

Good As Gold™ ............................ 13

Gourmet Popcorn .......................... 41

Grande Dame™ ............................ 14

Hansa .............................................. 34

Honey Dijon™ ................................ 14

Honeymoon™ ................................ 38

Iceberg ..................................... 29, 42

Iceberg/Burgundy Iceberg .......... 43

Icecap™ ........................................ 34

In Your Eyes™  ................................ 34

Joseph’s Coat ................................ 39

Julia Child ................................. 29, 42

Julia Child/Ebb Tide™ ................... 43

Julie Andrews  ................................ 14

Jump for Joy™ ............................... 43

Just Joey ................................... 14, 42

Kardinal™ ....................................... 14

Ketchup & Mustard™ .............. 30, 42

Kiss Me Kate™ ............................... 39

Koko-Loko™ .................................. 30

Lady in Red™ ................................. 39

Laguna™ ........................................ 39

Lasting Love® .................................. 15

LeAnn Rimes ................................... 15

Lemontini™ ...................................... 3

Life of the Party™ .............. 30, 42, BC

Livin’ Easy™/Easy Going™ ........... 43

Love™ ............................................. 15

Love & Peace™ ...................... 15, BC

Love Song™ ................................... 30

Love’s Promise™ ............................ 15

Lynn Anderson ............................... 16

Marc Chagall™  ............................. 30

Maria Shriver™ ............................... 16

Marilyn Monroe™ .......................... 16

Maurice Utrillo™ ............................ 16

Medallion® ...................................... 16

Memorial Day™ ....................... 17, 42

Meredith ......................................... 17

Midas Touch™ ............................... 17

Midnight Blue™ .............................. 35

Midnight Fire™ ............................... 41

Mister Lincoln .......................... 17, BC

Moonlight in Paris™ ....................... 35

Moonstone™ .................................. 17 

Moonstone™/Olympiad ............... 43

Mother of Pearl™ ........................... 18

Music Box ....................................... 35

Neil Diamond ........................... 18, 42

Neptune  ......................................... 18

New Dawn ...................................... 39

New Day ......................................... 18

New Zealand .................................. 18

Oh Happy Day™ ........................... 19

Olympiad ....................................... 19

Over The Moon™ ........................... 19

Papa Meilland® .............................. 19

Paradise .......................................... 19

Peace ...................................... 20, BC

Peach Drift® .................................... 36

Peach Swirl™ ................................. 20

Pearly Gates™ ............................... 39

Perfume Delight ............................. 20

Perfume Factory™  ........................ 20

Petite Knock Out® .......................... 41

Pinkerbelle™ .................................. 20

Playful Happy Trails™  ................... 36

Plum Perfect™ ............................... 31

Pop Art™ .................................... 3, 42

Popcorn Drift® ................................. 36

Pope John Paul II ..................... 21, 42

Pretty In Pink Eden®........................ 40

Pretty Lady Rose™ ......................... 42

Princesse Charlene de 
Monaco® ................................. 21, BC

Queen Elizabeth ............................ 21

Queen of Elegance™  .............. 31,43

Quick Silver™ ................................. 40

Radiant Perfume ............................ 21

Rainbow Happy Trails™ ................ 37

Rainbow’s End™ ............................ 41

Raspberry Cupcake™ .................... 3

Raspberry Kiss™ ............................ 35

Reminiscent™ Coral ........................ 4

Reminiscent™ Crema ..................... 4

Reminiscent™ Pink .......................... 4

Ring of Fire™ .................................. 21

Rio Samba™ ........................... 22, BC

Rock & Roll™ .................................. 22

Rosie The Riveter™ ........................ 31

Rouge Royale™ ............................. 22

Ruby Ruby™ ................................... 41

Savannah™ .................................... 22

Scentimental™ ......................... 31,43

Scentuous™  ................................... 35

Secret™ .......................................... 22

Secret’s Out™ ................................ 23

Sexy Rexy ....................................... 31

Sheer Bliss ....................................... 23

Sheila’s Perfume ............................ 32

Shirley’s Bouquet™ ........................ 23

Silver Lining™ ................................. 32

Shreveport™ .................................. 23

St. Patrick™ .................................... 23

State of Grace™  ........................... 24

Stiletto™ .......................................... 24

Strike It Rich™ ......................... 24, BC

Sugar Moon™ ......................... 24, BC

Summer Romance™ ..................... 32

Sunshine Happy Trails™ ................ 37

Sunsprite ......................................... 32

Sweet Drift® ..................................... 37

Sweet Madame Blue™ ................... 3

Sweet Mademoiselle™ .......... 24, BC

Sweet Spirit™ ................................. 25

Tangerine Skies™ .......................... 40

The Fairy ......................................... 35

The Finest ........................................ 25

The McCartney Rose™ ................. 25

Tiffany  ............................................. 25

Tineke ............................................. 25

Top Cream™ ........................... 26, BC

Touch of Class™ ............................ 26

Tropicana ................................. 26, 42

Twilight Zone ............................ 26, BC

Vavoom™ ...................................... 32

Veteran’s Honor® ............................ 26

Violet’s Pride™ ............................... 32

Westerland ..................................... 40

White Meidiland® ........................... 37

William Baffin .................................. 40

Zéphirine Drouhin........................... 40

Edmunds’  
Gift Certificates  

The Perfect Gift For Your 
Favorite Rose Lover

Delight friends and relatives with 
an Edmunds’ Roses gift certificate 
in any dollar amount. They are 
sure to enjoy choosing from 
the wide range of roses in our 
catalog. Available for purchase 
on our website.

Any Amount – Item #54502
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Information about your order

E-Mail Specials 
If you would like to be notified of Edmunds’ e-mail and internet specials, 
include your e-mail address in the space provided on our order form, sign up 
on our website or email us at info@edmundsroses.com.

Hardiness & Rootstock
Winter hardiness of roses is a complex subject. 
Many factors in addition to temperature can 
impact rose hardiness such as planting location, 
cultural practices, plant health, planting depth 
and adequate winter protection. ‘Dr. Huey’ was 
chosen for its vigor and non-invasive qualities. 
With the majority of budded roses, winter 
protection must be provided to ensure winter 
survival in zones colder than Zone 6.  

At the end of some descriptions in our catalog 
you will find the notation ‘Grown own root.’ 
Many of our shrub roses and an increasing 

number of hybrid teas, grandifloras, floribundas and miniatures are very easily 
and successfully grown on their own roots. This gives them the ability to come 
back true-to-name even when severe winter damage has occurred. For these 
roses, we will often list the zone at which the crown of the plant is reliably 
winter hardy. 

There are some differences in the appearance of bare root budded vs. own 
root roses. 

Our two year old #1 grade budded roses will have a minimum of at least 
three strong, substantial canes. Own root roses often (not always) tend to be 
smaller in size with thinner canes. This will vary by variety. They are grown for 
several months in pots and then lined out into fields for a season to develop 
strong root systems. If you live in cold climate areas (zone 5 and colder), we 
highly recommend giving own root roses a try. Please bear in mind that all 
newly planted roses need time to settle in to their new homes, especially own 
root roses. Because of this, the first blooms may differ from our description in 
color, size, petal count, or fragrance. Roses are very long-lived, and given time 
should develop their proper characteristics. 

Hardiness Zones
This simplified plant zone map issued in 2012 is available to view 
in full detail online. There is an interactive online feature that 
allows you to find your hardiness zone by typing in your zip code. 
Visit https://planthardiness.ars.usda.gov or follow the Zone Map 

link on our website at edmundsroses.com to find your hardiness zone.

The Edmunds’ Guarantee
We will deliver dormant, top-grade, true-to-name roses. We guarantee 
our roses will grow and thrive the first season providing our recommended 
planting instructions (included with every order) are followed and the roses are 
planted within the optimal time for customer’s growing zone. A credit voucher 
will be issued for any rose purchased and planted in late winter and early 
spring that fails to grow, provided we are notified within 90 days of shipment 
receipt. Sale items will only be issued a credit voucher for the purchase price. 
With acceptance of shipment, customer assumes responsibility for notifying 
customer service within 72 hours of any perceived issues or problems. 

We reserve the right to request good representative photos of the plants 
or products in question, or the possible return of any product deemed 
unsatisfactory prior to approval of any adjustments. This guarantee may be 
considered null and void if roses are purchased and planted past the optimal 
planting time for the customer’s growing zone or customer fails to follow our 
provided instructions. We do not guarantee against loss due to local seasonal 
weather conditions, neglect, disease, or damage from insect or animal pests, 
as these conditions are outside of our control. In no case will we be liable for 
any amount greater than the purchase price.

Gardening Aids and Hardware products are satisfaction guaranteed against 
material and workmanship defects. If not fully satisfied, the product may be 
returned for a replacement or refund.

Shipping charges are not refundable.

Although every precaution is taken to ensure accuracy, errors in price, 
quantity and/or specifications may occur. We reserve the right to correct such 
errors.

Example of 
own root 

rose

ZONE (EST.) START OF SHIPPING OPTIMAL PLANTING TIME

ZONES 8 TO 11 Mid to late January January to Mid March

ZONE 7 Late February Mid March to end of April

ZONE 6 April April to end of May

ZONE 3 TO 5 May May to middle of June

Shipping Dates
Please research your specific zone and region to make certain that you are 
ordering at the proper time. If it is past the optimal planting time for your zones, 
(noted below) it may be best to postpone your bare root rose purchase until 
next year. For optimum success with bare root roses, daily temperatures should 
be in the range of 40°F to 70°F. We do not recommend planting when average 
daytime temperatures consistently reach 75°F or higher.

Future Catalogs
Your order will guarantee free catalog service from us for the next 4 years. 
Prices in this catalog are effective until September 30, 2023 and are subject 
to stock on hand.

Check Acceptance Policy
When you provide a check payment, you authorize us to process a one-time 
ACH debit entry for up to the amount of your check. You also authorize us to 
process credit adjustments to your bank account if a refund is needed. If you 
have insufficient funds to cover your payment, you authorize us to collect your 
payment plus a fee of $40 from your account. Funds may be withdrawn from 
your account on the same day we receive your payment. Sending a paper 
check increases processing time and you may not receive your check back 
from your financial institution.

Shipping Restrictions
AK, HI, APO’s, FPO’s, PUERTO RICO, and other countries outside the U.S.–Sorry, 
no shipments of any kind.

Reserve Your Roses Early 
All of our roses are sold on a first-come, first-served basis. When our supply of 
each variety is sold out, it is gone for the season.

Quantity Discounts
For prices on quantities of 50 or more roses, please call our customer service 
department at 1.888.481.7673.

Mailing Address 
Edmunds’ Roses
335 South High Street
Randolph, WI  53956

If You Need Help With Your Roses 
Contact us as soon as a problem is noticed. We aim to provide our 
customers with the highest level of horticultural support, advice, and 
assistance to help them be successful with their new roses. We can 
be emailed at info@edmundsroses.com, called at 1.888.481.7673, or 
contacted through Facebook Messenger or Instagram Direct Message.



SALES TAX
The following states need to pay sales tax** on their orders:

SHIPPING CHARGES

             (PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH)

❑  Gift Certificate  
❑  Money Order (A gift certificate will be issued for any overpayment.)
❑  Electronic Check (See info on opposite page.)

Bank Name _________________________________________________

Bank Routing # ______________________________________________

Account # __________________________________________________

❑ Credit or Debit Card

Card # ______________________________________________________

Exp. Date ________________ Card Security Code _______________

Signature ___________________________________________________                                

IMPORTANT: Buyer’s address (on reverse) MUST MATCH the address shown on your 
credit card statement. Payment will be processed when order is placed. 

PAYMENT METHOD: 

 

Name_________________________________________________________                                                                                                        

Physical Address _______________________________________________
Include street, road, fire #., etc. so our delivery carriers can locate you.

P.O. Box (if applicable) ________________________________________

City _______________________________ State _______ Zip  ___________                               

SHIP TO: 

Daytime Phone ( ________) _______________________________________

E-Mail ____________________________@ ____________________________

❑ I would like to receive E-mail notices of sales and special offers.

LINE 
# ITEM NO. SIZE CODE  

OR PKG SIZE QUANTITY NAME OF ITEM WANTED PAGE # PRICE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
We will notify you by email (provide above) when your order ships. Supplies will be 
shipped with your roses unless otherwise specified. Please see our shipping schedule 
on the opposite page.

UPGRADED SHIPPING: 
This charge covers accelerated processing time and an upgraded shipping method. 
Plant material will still ship at the proper planting time for your area. Please see the 
chart below for the cost of upgrading your order.

SUBSTITUTION SERVICE: 
If there is a crop failure or we run out of an item, we may substitute a similar variety 
of equal or greater value.

TOTAL OF ABOVE

TOTAL FROM OTHER PAGE

MERCHANDISE TOTAL

SHIPPING CHARGE (chart at left)
Merchandise totals over $100 
qualify for FREE standard shipping 
through December 31, 2022.

ORDER SUBTOTAL

SALES TAX–See chart at left. Please 
include sales tax at your state rate.

Deduct Edmunds' Credits (if any)

TOTAL

AL
AR
CT
GA
IL
IN
IA
KY

4.0%
6.5%
6.35%
4.0%
6.25%
7.0%
6.0%
6.0%

LA 
ME
MD
MA
MI
MN
NE
NV

4.45%
5.5%
6.0%
6.25%
6.0%
6.875%
5.5%
6.85%

NJ
NY
NC
OH
PA
RI
SC
SD

6.625%
4.0%
4.75%
5.75%
6.0%
7.0%
6.0%
4.5%

6.10%
6.0%
5.3%
6.5%
6.0%
5.5%
4.0%

**Listed rates are approximate. Local rates may apply.

❑ MAILING LIST SERVICE: We occasionally make our mailing list available to 
carefully screened companies. If you do not want your name included, please 
check the box.

OUT OF ORDER LINES? To order more items, please continue on a separate sheet 
of paper and attach it to this form.

c
u
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u
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e
re

c
u
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e

re

*Allow 5 to7 business days for 
transit time.

UT
VT
VA
WA
WV
WI
WY

335 South High Street 
Randolph, Wisconsin 53956

Phone: 1.800.347.7609 • www.edmundsroses.com

Standard Rate:
$17.95

Upgraded Rate:
$47.90
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ORDER BY PHONE: 
1.800.347.7609

Mon-Fri 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. CST

ORDER ONLINE:
www.edmundsroses.com

24 hours a day - 7 days a week

ORDER BY FAX: 
1.800.374.6120

24 hours a day - 7 days a week

Fragrant Favorites Collection
Includes one each of Chrysler Imperial,  

Double Delight, Firefighter® and Fragrant Cloud.
115.80 value for 98.95 – Item #23478 (X)

The Old-Fashioned Collection
Includes one each of Life of the Party™, Fun in the Sun™,  

Top Cream™ and Sweet Mademoiselle™.
133.80 value for 113.95 – Item #23432 (X)

Rose Collections

Scent-sational Collection
Includes one each of Princesse Charlene de Monaco®,

Strike It Rich™, Sugar Moon™ and Twilight Zone.
128.80 value for 108.95 – Item #23441 (X)

The Peace Collection
Let peace reign in your rose garden. Includes one each of Enchanted 

Peace™, Peace, Chicago Peace and Love & Peace™.
112.80 value for 95.95 – Item #24293 (X)

The Cutting Collection
NEW! Includes one each of Beverly™, Chantilly 

Cream™, Mister Lincoln and Rio Samba™
122.80 value for 103.95 – Item #23445 (X)
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